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Woods'IllSlayer Seeks$3,000 Reward For Girl

•Whites Attack Negro In Revenge
For Tough Shot AtDrive-In Spat

Money Offer Tempts
Suspect To Confess

What will be done with the ing him," Inspector E. C.
$3,000 reward offered for in- Swann, head of the Memphis
formation leading to the arrest Police Department's Homicide Division, 'said, "he gave
A 26-year-old Sickle Celled,
shooting of a young white man
and conviction of the killer of us
information which could
from
West
Memphis
who
earli"When
I
told
him
that
some
brutally
anemia patient was
A. C. Woods, owner of a hard- have been known only by the
er
in
the
week
objected
to
white
boys
had
jumped
on
me,
beaten and left unconscious
ware store near the corner of victim, the police department
he got back in his truck say- Negroes patronizing a drive-in
last Saturday night by a car- •zr.
McLemore and Mississippi on and the killer."
g, I don't want to get in- restaurant on South Third.
Inspector Swann said that
load of young whites, whom volved in any mess between
Oct. 19?
A carload of young white
Beaver had been a "prime sushe said told him, "We are go- whites and Negroes,' and men began throwing ice atop
J. K. Ford, owner of Sub- pect" from the beginning and
the aluminum awnings of the
ing to teach you niggers about drove °ft"
urban drugstore, across the was in jail on another charge
The victim said he walked one occupied by the Negroes.
shooting at white folks."
'street from the scene of the when he told Lt. H. J. Beach
Albert Rule of 1412 Engle- back home and remained and when one started toward
crime, said the $3,000 has been that he had some information
wood looked like the loser in there until his mother return- the car with a club, the Neplaced in the bank, and now about the Woods case.
a heavyweight title match on ed from the Starlight Revue groes began pulling away.
that the slayer has confessed, Brought to police headquarJust before driving away,
he does not know what will be ters, Insp. Swann said the man
Monday as he told the Tri_ and called police.
one of the Negroes rolled
done with the reward.
State Defender about his being INSULTED BY OFFICERS
began talking about the slayYan Allen Beaver of 359 S. er and it then became clear
beaten and left on the side- Mr. Rule said that because down a window and fired
with
three
times
at
the
youth
Fourth st. has confessed that that "he was talking about
walk shortly before 11 Satur- of the insults that he had
he killed Mr. Woods, who died himself."
day night.
suffered from police when he the club, one of the bullets
skull:
creased
his
from severe brain and skull
Mr. Rule, who was given a was struck in the head by a
When his confession was
Mr.
Rule
said
he
had
not
damages on Oct. 21, and wants challenged, the officer said
medical discharge from the would-be juvenile robber sevat
about
the
shpoting
heard
the reward money to be given Beaver added more informaU.S. Army and who does not eral months ago he declined
to a girl friend who is expect- tion to confirm that he was
keep a job because of black- at first to call them, but later the time he was stacked.
ing a child by him in the near the man who committed the
outs, said he was standing on phoned them about the atslaying.
the corner of Englewood and tack.
S. Parkway waiting for a bus, After telling his story to a
GIVES REASONS
IILtttre
CONSULTATION SLATED
when he saw a black Grand patrolman, he said he repeatBut Mr. Ford said that the "Asked why he confessed,"
who
—
1W come up to near where ed to a police lieutenant
A HAPPY THANKSGIVING—All that
turkey and stands in front of a basket of persons who put up the money Insp. Swann said, "Beaver
arrived and that officer said,
he was standing.
was lacking to make Mrs. Cliftee Davis'
groceries donated by teachers and stu- will have to be consulted on said he know that he was gobeating
are
always
"One fellow jumped out and "If people
Thanksgiving one of complete happiness
dents of the Kansas Street school. At left the disposition of the money ing away for a long time for
brass knuckles, and as I tried you up, you must be a sissy."
was the absence of her husband, who is
is Mrs. Matti@ Shepherd and at right Mrs. and Beaver convicted before another robbery and that the
denied
said
he
victim
grabbed me by the collar and The
Woods *y#eig would add no
in jail in Mi ' 'ppi, but Memphians did
Ann Weathers, both teachers at the anybody gets it.
said, We are going to teach any such practice, and gave
their part to sitie that she and her 10 chilMr. Ford said that teachers more talk '`to his sentence, as
school, who delivered the food. Three of
you niggers about shooting at the men a description of two
at
he
LeMoyne college and memdid not intend to kill the
the Davis boys stand in front.
Harry T. Cash, principal ofl dren had all of the other comforts and
us white folks,' and then an- of his assailants, one of whom H
(MLR Photo) bers of the staff put up $500 man."
Hamilton High School, was food they needed to observe Thanksgiving, Here Mrs. Davis holds a 21-pound
of the reward money, and that
other fellow wearing an SIU,had a beard and the other
During the confession, he
honored during the second an- —
sweater grabbed me from be- dressed in an SIU sweater.
he plans to confer with Dr. told the police that his rent
Taken to John Gaston hos- nual "Hcirry 'I'. Cash Day" on
hind.
Hollis Price, president of the was due on the morning that
"One got out with some pital, Mr. Rule was treated Wednesday, Nov. 25, during
school about what should be he committed the murder and
done.
to fight them off, he hit me for numerous bruises, four an assembly in the school authat he scouted the neighThere is at present no indi- borhood looking for a place to
about three times and I pass- stitches were used in his lip.
ditorium.
cation that the woman furnish- rob, and finally settled on the
He had a tooth knocked out,
ed out"
ed police with any information hardware store.
Mr. Rule said he came to a partial plate bent, and an The Waterford Theatrical
that Beaver was the one who HAD A PARTY
and found a middle-aged Me- eye closed and blackened.
Group, an organization in its
killed the hardware merchant. To stall for
man standing over him, The beating of Mr. Rule was second year, planned and artime, he said he ,
But police are satisfied that pretended that he was buying
asking him what had happen- evidently revenge for the ranged the program which PRINCETON, N. .1. — (UPI)
they hate the right man, not- numerous
featured the Waterford Danc- — A history instructor at United Negro College Fund's Club, $10 from
household items;,
J. A. Beau- withstanding the designs of
ers. Hamilton High Glee Club Princeton University said the
champ, $25 from the Rev. S. Beaver to have his girl friend and when no one but himself
rendered music featuring two civil rights movement of today current campaign in the Mem- A. Owen, $10 from
andthe
victim
were in the
Utillus collect the money.
is still
by three cau- phis area was given a $1,500
of the favorite songs of Mr. ses of hampered
Phillips Sr., a partial report "When we started questionthe
failure
of
ReconSee
MONEY,
Page 2
Cash, under the direction of
boost by Universal Life Insur- of $19 from
teachers of Dougstruction after the civil war.
Mrs. Johnnie Winston.
ance
company at the first lass Elementary School,
The event is one of the out- Dr. James M. McPherson said report meeting held in the fac- brought in by
Miss Gwendostanding events of the school Reconstruction failed to achieve ulty lounge of LeMoyne Col- lyn Jones; $25 from Beta
year, and coincides with the social justice for the Negro be- lege.
Eta Delta chapter of Phi
presentation of baskets of cause of southern resistance, George D. Clark Jr., general Kappa
sorority and $2 from
northern apathy after 1870 and
Another highlight of the foodstuffs donated by each
Mrs. Annie L. Bailey, who
chairman
of
the
drive,
anA. F. Buster, submitted by
Negro inexperience and ignorwas appointed supervisor of Convocation will be the con- class in the school for the ance.
nounced a total of $4,111.50 Mrs. Ann L. Weathers, and $5
the Women's Department of secration of Dr. 0. T. Jones benefit of needy families in "To achieve success today we raised at the kickoff and ini- from Ernest W.Taylor,$5 from
the Church of God in Christ as president of the Youth Con- the community at Thanks- must have a less hypocritical tial meetings
M. C. Wiggins, $2 from Jerry
on the death of the late Mrs. gress. He is the son of Bishop giving.
commitment to equality in the The report meetings are Taylor 'Jr., $2 from Charles In an effort to raise money choirs f rom Southwestern
now
baskets
is
giving
of
The
the
Lillian B. Coffey, will be con- 0. T. Jones, who succeeded
north, more southern whites to held on Monday nights at 7:30 Hooke Jr., and $1 from Mrs. to help some needy children university and LeMoyne colsecrated to that office during founder, Bishop Charles H. a tradition at the school, but work for racial progress in the p.m. at the college.
Charles Iles, brought in by at Christmas, the Memphis lege and the youth choir of
benevolent
the
because
of
bishop
Night
on
senior
Mason, Sr., as
the annual Women's
the Mississippi Blvd. Seventh
south, and a stronger, more The campaign is scheduled John J. Taylor.
was
Jaycees will present a pro- Day Adventist church.
honoree,
it
the
spirit
of
Church
of
international
8.
of the
Tuesday, Dec.
committed Negro leadersip a- to continue through Dec. 16 Mr. Clark announced that
occasion
be
that
the
decided
then
will
who
Christ.
Bailey,
God
in
gram
of
choral
music
in
the
Mrs.
Robert Bradley, internationmong the Negro masses the with the goal set at $25,000. four more volunteer workers
be known as "Mother Bailey," Saturday night, Dec. 5, will held jointly. Mrs. Helen Wa- selves." he said.
The $1,500 check from Uni- have lined up with the cam- Carver High school auditori- ally known baritone and a muMrs.
and
librarian,
terford,
and
night,
message
Relations
the
Public
carry
be
helped
has
In general, these conditions versal was presented by Miss paign: Mrs. Eunice B. Snell, um on Sunday night, Dec: 6, sic director of the National
of the church to more than six the massed choirs of the state Catherine Merriweather John- are more prevalent today, Mc- Naomi Gordon, one of the Mrs. Hattie P. Mangum, Nor- beginning at 8 P.M.
Baptist Convention, USA, Inc.,
glistates and the District of Co- of Illinois will be featured. son. speech and English in- Pherson said.
campaign's volunteer workers. yell Powell and D. J. Thomas. The speaker for the evening will also sing.
Earlier in the day, a memorial structor, are advisors to the
She also submitted contribulumbia.
Ramsey
Pollard,
"This will be the first time
Dr.
Miss Harry Mae Simons, will be
A native of Temple, Texas, service for the late founder group.
'ions of $100 from A. Maceo chairman of the city teachers pastor of Bellevue Baptist that a number of people have
.
affection
Expressions of
Mrs. Bailey served as the first of the church and other memWalker, president of Universal division, revealed that she is church. He will give a sermon- had an opportunity to see Dr.
assistant secretary of the work bers who have died, will be came from visiting alumni
Life and the Tri-State Bank, being assisted by Miss Frankie ette on charity, according to Pollard," Mr. Qualls said, "and
and
praise
and telegrams of
and $5 from Willard Bell, also L. Cash, Mrs. Mary R. Brooks, Sam Qualls Jr., chairman of many of them watch him each
in Texas, and afterwards held at 2 p.m.
of Universal.
helped ,pioneer the work in On Sunday, the Official Day good wishes together with
Sunday over television."
the program.
Miss Cornelia Sanders, Mrs. Among the choirs slated to
sent
by
were
greeting
OTHER GIFTS
Mr. Qualls will serve as the
the states of Delaware, New message, will 'be given by cards of
Among
organizations.
campus
York, Connecticut and the Bishopi O,--T. Jones. Dr. ArenOther contributions included Eleanor Oglesby and Mrs. Al- appear on the program are master of ceremony for the
Joseph
were
visitors
many
the
give
the
Corry
ia C. Mallory, will
$50 from Top Hat and Tails ma R. Booth, all principals. the Southern Male chorus, program.
District of Columbia.
Mrs. Bailey lives at present Education Night address on Atkins, principal of
NEW YORK — (UP) —
D.
Jesse
and
High,
Junior
consecraDec.
7.
Monday,
in Detroit, Mich. Her
Three children were found ation is regarded as one of the The Coiavocation, which be- Springer, Washington High one in a Brooklyn tenement
S.
M.
Mrs.
and
principal,
prayer
and
Convocation
fasting
with
the
gan
highlights of
with the bodies of their mother
of the church, most of whose on Nov. 25, will be concluded Draper, president of the Ham- and her common-law husband.
on Dec. 11 at Mason Temple. ilton PTA.
members are women.
Police said the two adults
died several days ago in an apparent murder - suicide. The
children, 5-year-old Waria Lowery, 2-year-old Nennie Lowery
and 3-months-old Barbara Wiggins were found unharmed, but
were taken to Kings County
Hospital for medical observe.
tibn.
The dead couple was identified as Robert Wiggins a laborer, and Nadine Lowery, both 29.
Police said only the infant was
Wiggins' child.
The bodies were found when
a neighbor deeided to investigate the strange smell emanating from the couple's four-room
anartment.
Detective Joseph Barrega said
the semi-clothed bodies were
found in bed with a rifle lying
between them. He said it appeared that both had died of
bullet wounds. A liote found in
the apartment indicated that
Wiggins had killed the woman
and then taken his own life.
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Harry Cash Day
Celebrated At
Hamilton High

Says Rights UNCF Campaign Gets
Hampered By
3 Causes
Boost In $1,500 Gift

Mrs. Annie L. Bailey
Heads Women's Dept.

Jaycees To Present
Program At Carver

Find 3 Tots
In Flat With
Dead Parents

What The Dickens?

WOMEN'S DEPARTMENT SUPERVISOR
—Mrs. Annie L. Bailey, seated left, will
be consecrated as head of th• Women's
Department of the Church of God in
Christ in a service in Mason Temple on
Tuesday night, Dec. 8. She succeeds Mrs.

•

PORTSMOUTH, England —
(UPI) — Streets at a new development in this port city are
Lillian B. Coffey, who died last year, to being named for characters
the post. Seated at right is Mother Mary out of works by Charles DicDavis of Chicago. Standing from left ai,e kens.
But the public works comMothers Lola Corbett, Ohio; Mettle McGlathern, California, and J. L. Hunter, mittee balked at one suggestion
"Snodgrass-close."
Illinois.

ICING AND QUEEN CONTESTANTS—One of these young
women may reign as queen when the 26th annual Blues
Bowl game is played on Saturday night in E. H. Crump
Stadium between the Melrose Golden Wildcats and the
Horace Mann High school team of Little Rock. Ark, From

left are Misses Judy Anderson, Jost', Price. Roanel Baker.
Mr. Jack Armour, who wants to be king, Annie Vera
King, Guendolyn Upchurch and Lola Johnson. Eddie
Hayes, Jr., is also a contestant for king. (Joe Clark Photo)
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Set January 11 Hearing

Money
Continued From Page 1

. store, he struck and escaped.
He said he returned and paid
his,rent, a bill that Was due
ATHENS, Ga., (UPI) — Federal Judge William limidatec anti harassed Ne- and had a party that same
Bootle set a tentative trial date of Jan. 11th for six groes, and that they conspired night.
shoot, beat and kill Negroes, Mr. Woods was found by a
Ku Klux Klansmen charged with conspiring to de- to
pursue them in automobiles and
woman patron who came to
prive Negroes of their civil rights.
threaten them with firearms.
the store. She recalled having
Bootle said he would hear pre-trial motions Dec. Myers and Sims later were
acquitted by an all-white jury. seen some man leave the place
28th. The actual trial will hinge
Lackey also faces trial on the before she entered, but paid
on the outcome of those mo- Five of the Klansmen, who
state charge.
little attention to him at the
tions. Defense attorneys have are free on bond, were in court.
Penn, an Army Reserve time.
asked Bootle to dismiss the The sixth, James Lackey, is lieutenant coMael, was slain by
Federal indictments against being held in lieu of bond and shotgun blasts fired in the win- The woman was unable to
was reported to be undergoing
the Klansmen.
dow of his car as he and two pick Beaver out of the lineDefense Attorney Jim Hud- examinations at the Federal companions returned from a up at the station following his
son asked that the trial of Prison in Atlanta.
tour of duty at Ft. Benning in confession.
Joseph Howard Sims and Cecil A Federal grand jury in- the pre-dawn hours of July 13.
Beaver said he wanted the
William Myers be separated dicted the six Klansmen, all The slaying took place on a
woman to get the reward befrom the cases against the other from the Athens area, on lonely stretch of road north cause she
was kind, good to
four Klansmen.
charges they systematically in- of Athens.
him and expecting their child.

For Georgia Klansmen

ORGAN DEDICATED—Seen here are the presiding elder,
Rev. Alcorn; and pastor Rev. Brooks, in ceremony dedicating the organ being played at left by Herman Owens,

church organist. Trustees and stewards are seen standing
before the altar.

New Church And Organ Dedicated In Klondike
Smothers Chapel Christian 'I': Alcorn, presiding elder of
During the dedicatory serv- ers Chapel, Rev. Alcorn said,
Methodist
church the Memphis District of the ices, which followed baptismal, "The beautiful church which
held its dedicatory services West Tennessee Annual Con- Mrs. C. B. Polk rendered the we dedicate here today is a
ference. Rev. Phillip E. solo, ''Bless This House.”
tribute to those who have
for the new building and the Brooks is the pastor.
The new church and organ served here before, and those
organ during services at 800
Rev. William Smith, pastor were the "center of attend- who work here now. It is both
N. Claybrook st., last Sunday. of Collins Chapel CME church, lion" during both the morn- a challenge
and promise to
Present to deliver the morn- was in charge of a service held ing and afternoon services.
those who will come aftering sermon was Rev.•DeWitt at the church at 3:30 p.m.
HIS SECOND CHURCH
wards."
Smothers Chapel is the secThe church is named for its
ond CME church that has founder, Rev. J. S. Smothers.
been built or paid for by Rev.
Others who have pastored
Brooks since coming to Mem- the church in succeeding
phis in 1949. He was instru- years are Revs. W. A. Johnmental in purchasing the pres- son, T. W. Broome, J. A. Alent building occupied by Mt. corn, W. C. Payne, T. M.
Manchester, Eng., (UPI)—Dancin' Willie Past- Olive CME Cathedral at the Smith, J. L. Griffin and C. W.
rano of Miami Beach attempts his second defense of corner of Linden and Lauder- Allen.
dale st.
The church is located in the
the World Light Heavyweight crown here against
During his sermon at Srnoth- Klondike community.

rpiscopal

Pastrano-Downes Clash
: In Title Bout Tonight
Britain's Terry Downes.

;
Cockney, brown - haired
;Downes, who teamed to box
;while a member of the United
;States Marines, is a former
'World Middleweight champion
land now a wealthy English betting commissioner.
I However, Downes is on the
,wtxong end of the odds for the
:seheduled 15-round fight with
429-year-old Pastrano here at
;King's Hall, 4,
, Black-haired Pastrano is fa.
lvored at 11-5, because of his
speed, elusiveness, ruggedness
land slashing left jabs.
o' Downes, 28, is an aggressive
who has been stop...ped five times in his career because of face cuts.
Moreover, Terry .is gegarded
Ems an "over-stuffed middleweight" fighting for the fourth
?time as a lightleasyweight or
rcruiser weight", as the 175/pound division is known
'throughout the British Empire
Z Pastrano is 'making his see
.ond defense of the crown he
',look from Harold Johnson in
'June 1963 on a decision and retained last March on a sixth„found kayo over Gregorio Feral4a of Argentina.
• The match will be the first
•world title fight staged at Man.
^chester in 29 years. Although
trKing's Hall has a capacity of
only 6,000, the bout will be ra:dioed throughout the British
.Isles and televised on the con'tinent to an estimated 20-million viewers.

.illambanger

1964 DODGE
EXECUTIVE CARS& DEMO'S.
POLARAS - DARTS 440's
SEDANS - CONVERTIBLES H. TOPS

$avings of Several Hundred Dollar$
All Have 5 Years or 50,000 Miles Warranty
'SEE or CALL DNE OF THE COURTEOUS
DODGE BOYS

CHUCK HUTTON CO.
1170 UNION AVE.

275-8143

ON DISPLAY BY CHRYSLER CORP.
DODGE TURBINE CAR WED.
DECEMBER 2, 1964

Fri. Dec. -1
one Big Week

Starts

ALDON FURNITURE STORE
2506 JACKSON

458-6866
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Here they are!
Aisle after aisle of
glorious Christmas gifts
--for your home and for
the homes of those you car•
about. Yes, here is fine Turn'.
lure. designed with 'inspiration.
made with care and built to last
a generation.
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—Plus—

We have courteous service.
We will pick you up and brine
you into the store. "Call Us''

an 1-4
extra --c2
measure
of
extra
9000n055
TAYSTEE

penny

hiev DAISY
.41011WEIENE
NINON

•

•

for

penny
your best
1000
buy!

•
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Henry Boyd Honored
At MI's Homecoming

aed.
taid
due

a
to
ing
ace
aid
the

Y

to
nehis
the
beto
ild.

HOLLY SPRINGS. Miss.— Rogers of Tupelo, Miss., and
The defeat of the Mississippi a graduate of the college, has
Industrial college Tigers by
a score of 53 to 0 by the Jack- received her master's degree
son State college Tigers of from the University of WisJackson failed to dampen the consin and will teach in Despirits of the alumni, friends troit, Mich.
and students who came to the
college recently for the home- GETS PLAGUE
Mr. Boyd was presented
coming.
Crowned as "Miss Home- plaque during an impressive
coming" during the pre Home- ceremony. Hundreds of alum- 1
coming activities was Miss ni were welcomed back to thel
Betty Lorene Farrow, a social college and saw the improve- I
science major of Waterford, ments which
have been made. I
Miss.
Many of them took a campusl
Miss Waterford received her t011r.
crown from Dean W. H. CarSweethearts of the "M" club
ter and gifts from each of the were elected
and included
other three classes. Trophies Misses Florence Butler of Mcwere then presented to the Camb, Lillian
Webster of Byother classes by the president,
Dr. E. E. Rankin. A corsage
was pinned on the new Miss
Homecoming by Willie Casey
of Ocean Springs, Miss. Miss
Birtha Black of Byhalia, Miss.,
is the retiring "Miss Homecoming."
The third in a series of lecBOYD HONORED
Honored as the Alumnus of tures sponsored by the English
the year during the Home- Department of LeMoyne Colsuing Day activity was Hen- lege is scheduled for this Friry S. Boyd, a member of the day morning, Dec. 4, at 10:30
, class of 1936, who gave the in the Brownlee lecture hall.
first dollar to the MI EndowSpeaker will be Prof. James
ment fund and served as president of the local alumni club Roper, associate professor of
BOY SCOUTS HELP FAMILY—Mrs. Cliftee Davis and her 10 children
out their organization with cans contributed for the family. Following this for 21 years and was for 18 English at Southwestern. His
at 284 Adolphus ave, were selected as the 1964 Thanksgiving Project of
years a vice president of the lecture will deal with William
scene, all of the food was delivered to the family and a program presented
the 50th Ward Civic club, and members of Boy Scout Troop No. 168 of Oak
at the house. Standing at right are John Coleman. president of the civic General Alumni Association. Blake.
Grove Baptist Church spent part of three days soliciting food on a door-toclub: Mrs. Georgia McNeal. vice president, and Mrs. Mary Williams. diSince he graduated, Mr.
door basis in the Riverview community. Here the scouts are seen spelling
rector of the Junior Civic club. (Withers' Photo)
Boyd has done all of his teach-- ing in Holly Springs and Marshall county. All of his four
I children are graduates of MI
college.
MONTGOMERY, Ala.—(UPI) gro homes running through
Presiding at the meeting
— An explosion ripped out the white residential areas leading was Mrs. W. M. Frazier, presrear of a Negro home shortly
ident of the Alumni asociation.
from the downtown area.
after midnight today. Police
She reported that Miss Doris
said it was caused by a bomb.
Authorities reported no one
"An Examination of Existen- A third performance will be was injured but declined
imtialism" will be the theme of given if there is a demand. mediately to give any other ina symposium scheduled for "The Flies" is based on the formation.
LeMoyne College, Dec. 9-10. Greek legend dealing with the The borne is located in the
end of a narrow section of Ne.
It will -feature a play, discus- slaying of Queen Clytemnestra and her lover by the
sion groups and a chapel queen's
son and daughter, Contempt Of Court
* LEARN TO DRIVE *
speaker.
Creates and Electra. It is the LONDON — (UPI) — A pow* LET US TEACH YOU *
The symposium is being put same story, but in a different er break at the Court of Crimitogether by Dr. Ned Doriohoe, version, as The Electra which nal Appeals here forced judges
* IN A FEW LESSONS *
was presented recently at The (magistrates) to continue sesvisiting professor from Grinsions by candlelight and cigaGuild,
Do You Need Help In Getting Your License?
nell College in Iowa.
The speaker at the 10:30 rette lighters.
The play, Jean Paul SerCALL 275-3600
chapel hour Dec. 9 will be
tre's "The Flies," will have a the Rev. Robert Dewey, min- Know Your Negro History
NERVOUS STUDENTS OUR SPECIALTY
cast of students and faculty ister of First Congregational The Civil Rights Act of 1960
'
and will be presented arena church in Grinnell. He will provided for the appointment of
LET
style in the Alumni Room of deal with the symposium theme federal referees in cases where
the Hollis F. Price Library. It in his chapel talk and later a district federal court finds
US
will be staged twice on Dec. in discussions with student persistent denial of voting
HELP
10, at 4 p.m. and at 8 p.m. groups.
rights.

Blake Subject Of

English Lecture

Existentialism Theme
Of Play, Symposium

•

halm and Shirley Smith of
Winona.
The Homecoming Pared
through the business disti Act
of Holly Springs includ
members of the city poli 'with two students carryin
the colors, a troop of Brown
ies, the Carver High schoo
band of Olive Branch and th:Henry High school band o,
By halia.
feativitie
The
weekend
were concluded with Sunday
school on the campus In Washington and Carnegie halls an.
worship service in the Ander
5on Chapel CME church.

NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems
With a Small, Lew Cost
Real Estate Loon
60 Flat Monthly Payments
C1,1 You

GetS 500.00
$1,000.00
$1,500.00
$2,000.00
52,500 00
55,000 00

Apples.
Mo.
Payments

$ 12.90
$ 23.70
$ 34.50
$ 45.50
$ 56.20
5110.82

Be Wise' Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
Its Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

CALLING

Negro Home Is Ripped By Bomb

ALL

NEWSBOYS

Tennessee
State Driving School

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
"
The Tri State Defender

Call or Come tit Today.

•
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BILL SPEROS

L

Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now
236 So. Wellington St.

CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-VALIANT
NOVEMBER PARADE

Good things
come
in Seagram
packages

Barracuda
•

•

•
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The spectacular new fastback by

•

Plymouth

What more can you say
about a car like this?
Seats five, Priced under $2500.
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See?
Seagram's V. 0. does
for you ‘k hat no other
whisky can. It defines
smooth once and for all.
Which makes it a very
smooth gift indeed.

Seagram's\
Canadian \,
•

CANADIAN WHISKY- A SIDin 01 SRECTID 505110.8
YtAlif 01.0 86.8 ROOF. SEAGRAM-DISIILLIRS CO. MIA

Mr. Charles Washburne,
Appreciate the business his many friends & customers have given
him during the year 1964, hoping that 1965 models, will service
you as always.
Watch our Parade of Plymouth, Chrysler, Valiant, each week during
the month of November.
Yours truly,
Charles Washburn

BILL SPEROS
309 UNION AV.

525-0581

She's 10. Loves talking to all her friends on the
phone every day. Her daddy doesn't have to pay
for extra local calls, so he lets her talk all she
wants to. She just loves her daddy
Who is she?
She could be your own daughter. Let her call all she wants
to. What else that costs so
little gives her so much
pleasure?

Southern Bell
serv,„, You in Memphis

A
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Hoover Firing
Rumor Denied
By White House
WASHINGTON—(UPI) — The
Whjte House said President
Iolfrison "never
entertained"
the though of replacing J. Edgar Hoover as FBI director.
George E. Reedy, presidential
press secretary, made the comment in denying a (Newsweek)
Magazine report that Johnson
was seeking a replacement for
the 69-year-old Hoover.
"The President never heard
Of any such proposal — that
Hoover be replaced — and never entertained any such idea,"
Reedy said.
Reedy made the statement in
response to a query.

ALDON FURNITURE STORE
2506 JACKSON

45144166

• •;

•
Here they are I
Aisle after •i•le of
glorious Christmas gifts
-- for your ,home and for
the homes of those you care
'
about. Yes, here is fine Twist.
,

tore, designed with 'inspiration.
made with care and built to last
e generation.
by

We have courteous service.
We will pick you up and bring
you into the store. "Call Us"

Wife Preservers

TREE AT FRIENDSHIP—An Arbor Day program was
held last week at Friendship Baptist Church and a tree
planted in honor of the partor-emeritus, Rev. F. R. Nelson. Seen here, from left, are Miss Christine Alexander,
Mrs. Miley R. Johnikan. L. M. Halyard, Noble Gatlin, Sr.,

Miss Joyce Gatlin, Mrs. Ann Shafer, G. T. Cherry, Rev.
F. R. Nelson, Mrs. Emma Smith, Rochester Neely, Rev.
W. A. Suggs, pastor of the church, and E. R. Rhodes
iG. W. Sipe Photo)
Artificial flowers or leaves can be
reshaped by clipping in boiling
water for a few seconds, shaping,
dipping immediately in cold water.

Tree Planted In Honor Of Retired Pastor
Representatives of the City
tiful Commission sponsored a recent Arbor Day program at Friendship Baptist
church in honor of the pastoremeritus, Rev. F. R. Nelson.
Participants on the program
included Mrs. Ann Shafer,
chairman ef City Beautiful
Commission, who told of the
many ways the organization
is helping to beautify the city

of Memphis.

The trees, she said nottnly
help beautify national parks
and forests, but also yield
products for man.
Miss Joyce Gatlin explained
the importance of a small tree
in God's creation by reciting
the poem, "Trees," by Joyce
Kilmer.
EXPRESSIONS

MVSC Establishes Two-Year
Program For Nursing Students
ITTA RENA, Miss.—Missis- Mrs. Monroe has the bacheippi Valley State college, for- lor of science degree in nursmerly Mississippi Vocational ing from Florida A&M uniollege, has announced the es- versity at Tallahassee and the
tablishment of an associate master of nursing degree from
egree nursing program which St. Johns university, New
ill begin September 1985. York.
The chairman of the pro- Mrs. Monroe worked in pubgram, according to Dr. J. H. lic health service in Florida
ite, president of the college, for several years and was
will be Mrs. Helen L. Mon- assistant professor of public
oe.
health nursing at Florida A&M
The program will comprise university for seven years.
two academic years and one Mrs. Monroe has been an
active member of the Florida
summer.

ATTENTION WOMEN.,4
rztcl

CORTS
COSMETICS

Tough Luck
MARKET HARBOROUGH,
England — (UPI) — A 15month old boy, Barry Haynes,
was killed last night at a pedestrian crossing where his grandmother died in a traffic accident two years ago.

UNIFORMS
Usher Board, Deaconess,
Mother of Chords.
Nurses, Missionary,
Prayer Bond

Lowest Prices Available
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG #7

SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
45 Whitehall St., S.W.
701 N St., N.E.
Washington 2, D.C. Atlanta 3, Cooighe

Mrs Ruthy Williams
942-1473

•

NEED
CASH:

—Quick Loans—
Automcbile, Furniture
Signature
There Is a reason why people
like to do business with us. You,
too, will like our courteous treatment end d•sir• to help you.
"Opirn Thursday and Friday,
Nights Until 7!00 P.M.
Saturdays 900 to 100

Shop At BIG STAR

•

DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Hunts

Owned • Horn• Operated

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
to say yes to your
loan request"
Examined and Supervised hy
the State Department of
Insurance end Banking.

Labatt FOP 1191111
Mie 011ialti2ATIOI6

Earn Extra Income ,—
PART TIME HOURS
OF YOUR OWN CHOICE
'2" per hour
AVERAGE EARNING
Mr C B Hardy
IA 6-9220

League, the Florida Nurses
association and the Mental
Health association and served
on the latter's board of directors and executive committee.
Young women completing
the two-year course will be
awarded associate degrees in
nursing.

Nylon, Damen, Cotten,
Poplin, Sloes 5 to 52
beg,Short end 3,4 Sleerm

OFFERS YOU

CALL

Since the program was in dedicated, to Rev. Nelson.
Others giving expressions
honor of Rev. Nelson, expressions were made on the num- were L. M. Halyard, deason's
erous ways he has been of board, and Mrs. Emma Smith,
service to the Friendship con- chairman of the Arbor Day
program and chairman of the
gregation.
The pastor, Rev. W. A. 21st Ward, Third Precinct City
Suggs, gave remarks and told Beautiful chapter.
Rev. Nelson has served the
of the many usages of trees
church for 37 years.
and concluded by reciting the
poem, "The Bridge Builder,"

2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 7-8581

COMPLETE YOUR QUALITY STAMP BOOKS - FOR THE BEST SELECTIONS
IN CHRISTMAS GIFTS AT YOUR NEAREST QUALITY STAMP REDEMPTION
CENTER

152 Madison, JA 5-7611

SAVE go* °rotdov.0,..
milk

each time you buy 2 half-gallons 01

•

MIDWEST MILK

•

AT YOUR FOOD STORE
rf

KING
COTTON

CART HOME SAVINGS!

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

The Brand to
Reach for--•
C:ITNT;N
ri
KING
COTTON
KING
COTTON
KING
COTTON

Franks
Bacon
Sausage
Lunch Meat
CALORIES

•
made in the J.S. Govt. ,nspezteJ
kitchens of the

NAT BURING PACKING CO.

TAILORS

BHS
248 Vance Ave.

Quality
Is Always
First At
Big Star

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tennette•
"YOUR Company Makes What You Ask For And
Creator What You Think Of"

•

GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

•

•
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Left. to right: Jack Burke, Chicago—brother; Miss Bar-

CELEBRATES 50TH BIRTHDAY—McDolah Burke, 1431
Davis was the honoree recently at a lavish party held in
the Passport Room at the Airport in observance of his
50th birthday. He is shown here with members of his
family before opening the many gifts which he received.
-

•

bara Burke, daughter: Mrs. Jack Burke: Mr. and Mrs.
McDolah Burke, and Mrs. Florine Scurlock, a daughter.
(Withers Photo)

LeMoyne To Give
SAT Test Saturday

Mt. Moriah To Honer
Mrs. Lizzie Bullard

The Scholastic Aptitude Test
tor high school seniors planning to enter college next fall
Mrs. Lizzie Bullard, the old- 70 years.
will be given at LeMoyne
Although in failing health, this Saturday,
est member of Mt. Moriah
Dec. 5, starting
serves
she
as
still
a
deaconess.
Baptist church in Orange
at 8:30. Scholarships will be I
The pastor, Rev. Norswor- awarded
on the basis of scores.
Mound, will be honored dur- thy, said the public is invited
ing the annual • Homecoming to participate in the HomeDay at the church located at coming 'Bay
2634 Carnes ave. on next Sun- J. D. Springer and Arnette
day during the morning wor- , Hirsch are chairmen of the , Promising to duplicate faithfully "every contour and measship service.
observance.
urement of a woman's figure"
The general purpose of
is a new personalized dress
Homecoming Day at Mt. Moform made of molded plastic
riah is to raise funds to help
loans.
needy families of the commuA woman selects one of five'
nity during the Christmas seabasic sizes for her figure and
son.
a company expert fits a smooth
The program was started 18
BERN, Switzerland —(UP1)— poplin cover to the woman until
years ago by the pastor, Rev
, The Swiss government thanked it conforms to her figure.
Robert W. Norsworthy.
Mrs. Bullard is affection- lthe United States and Belgium Then the cover is zippered onately called "Sister Lizzie" by for saving Swiss citizens in the to a form, which is compressed
into an exact replica of the
the members, and she has been
woman's figure.
a communicant of the church Congo.
as long as most of those who A government spokesman said
the Swiss Embassies in Wash- Parrott Really Rates
attend can remember.
At the age of 95, Mrs. Bul- ington and Brussels were in- WASHINGBOROUGH, Engliard is a member of one of structed
to convey this nation's land — (UPI) — Widow Dorothe oldest, largest and most
thea Parker put a notice in the
respected familes in the gratitude to the U.S. State De- local newspaper announcing
Orange Mound area, having partment and the Belgian For- the death of Dandy, her pet parbeen there for some almost eign Ministry.
rot.
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Ticket Each Visit
No Perckese Necessary
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LeBaron 4-coor
Off-white.

Sedan DeVille. 4. windows.
Mist blue.

'63 s BUICK
LeSabre. 4-door
Light green.

'64 CADILLAC
Fleetwood. Mist green.

'64 CADILLAC
DeVille. 4 windows. White

.

'63 CADILLAC
Fleetwood. Black.

Tai

'64 CADILLAC
Coupe DeVille. :2 to chops(
• from. White. .

'64 CADILLAC
Coupe DeVille. Light blue.
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111_1_11111111
_
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Ck. 13 TV, 9 20 P.,.

for:N,

ouninunlid;
2 DOOR SEDAN 217

FREE!
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2nd Drawing

w.d.,

Dec. 23rd
Ch. 13 TV, 9:30 P.M.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
GET FREE TICKET EACH VISIT

TO BE GIVEN

-

-
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tile- •

DRAWING LIVE ON T.V. CHANNEL 13
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a

as.
IMMIS

ON WED. HITE 9.30 P.M. AS DATED
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1965
Jan. 6th
_3rd Drawing Ch.W•d.,
13 TV, 930 P.M.

WIN!
- 1965
W.d" Jan 20th
44th Drawing
Ch. 13 TV, 9:30 P.M.

'62 CADILLAC
Sedan.

6 window.

'61 CADILLAC

GET YOUR FREE TICKET & HURRY

A
V

RULES POSTED IN EACH STORE!!!

Sedan DeVille.

'62 CADILLAC

'64 CADILLAC
Sedan. 6 windows.
with black top.

•

'62 CADILLAC

Rec

1st Drawing ww•., D.,. 9"

A

'64 CONTINENTAL

'64 CADILLAC
'64 CADILLAC

'65PLYMOUTH

A

-windows.. Tur-

Convertible. Red.

Sedan DeVille. 6 windows
White.

Southgat,2
) (Poplar Plaza
".)
'Union & Cooper) (Lamar & Pentlleton)
'Park & Cetwell) (Summer & Highlad)
(Mclemore-Bellrvuei (N. Watkins

'63 CADILLAC
Sedan. 6
quoise.

erlan DeVille. 6 windows
Turquoise.

Sedan 4 windows.
and white top.

••

Sedan DeVille. 6 Windows.
Mist green.

6,000 miles.

'64 CADILLAC

•

'63 CADILLAC

Hardtop

A

REGISTRATION; AND SALES TAX
FREE TO WINNERS AUTO LICENSE;
PLUS A TANK FULL OF GAS

'63 CADILLAC

Hardtop

10 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
,& Haw) (Lamar & Airways)

FREE

0

I '64 CHRYSLER IMPERIAL

WIN

A GREAT NEW

Miss.: Mrs. R. D. Blend, Madison, Arkansas; Rev. L. S.
Biles, pastor: Mrs. Ruby Biles, Rev. Bland, guest speaker;
Rev. and Mrs. C. A. Dawson, and Miss Thelma Thomas,
Youth Day chairman.

BELVEDERE

0
U,

•

• Mkt
'rad gtores
Full Week Prices — Guaranteed Thru Wed. Nit.

So, What's New?

,Swiss Thenk
'U.S.,
U•S Belgium

•

U"

GUEST SPEAKER FOR YOUTH DAY at Bloomfield Bapti.st Church was Rev. R. D. Bland, Madison, Arkansas. A
reception in honor of the occasion was held immediately
following the program. Among the out of town guests
were: left to right: Mr. and Mrs. L. Dean, Coldwater.

Sedan DeVille. Dark blue.

'64 FORD

Galaxie 500. 4-door sedan.
Blue with white top.

'64 PONTIAC
Star . Chief. 4-door sedan.
Green with white top.

The above cars are al New Car TRADE-INS

SOUTHERN MOTORS, INC.
Factory•approved warranty available ONLY
from your Cadillac dealer
341 Union —JA 6-6201 or JA 1-9880
Open Evenings

YOUR GUARANTEE OF
0
QUALITY
BET.
MIL
0
BUY A
18 Lbs
SWIFT'S
and up
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PREMIUM
Lb.
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• BEAUTIFULLY CLEANED
LEGS TUCKED IN
4
. BROADER IN BREAST
mORE WHITE MEAT

Turkeys
I2.16-Lb. Butterball
a
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A Strange Land
Mississippi, that strange land
of unabated bombings of Negro
homes, of unsolved racial murders, will never cease to be a
question mark on the U. S. geography.
Racial animosity is so deeply
rooted in that state, that white
folk who entertain different notions on the Negro question are
often victims of overt acts. A
white teacher who was arrested
in Hattiesburg, Miss., on vagra
ncy charges after taking six
Negro students to lunch in a
Kress
Department store, has filed a
$550,000 damage suit against the
store owner.
She charged that the
police
and employees of the Kress
store
there had conspired to depri
ve
her of her constitutional
rights
by having her arrested.
She is Miss Sandra Adick
es,
a New York high school
teacher who spent the summ
er as a
volunteer teacher at a Freed
om
School in the Priest Creek
Baptist Church in Hattiesburg.
The
project was sponsored by
the
Council of Federated Organ
izations, whose purpose was
to educate and integrate Negro
es.
On'Aug. 14, six students—f
ive
girls and one boy ranging
in age
from 13 to 17 years — said
they
wanted to visit Hattie
sburg's
public library. Miss Adick
es decided to accompany them
for
their protection.
The group arrived at
the

library shortly before noon, according to the court papers, and
the librarian told them they
could not use the facilities. The
chief of police arrived, announced the library was closed and
the group left.
They went to the nearby Kress
store for lunch and sat in a
booth. A waitress took the orders
of the students. She refused,
however, to take the teacher's
order, saying she would not
serve a white person in
the
company of Negroes.
The group left the store and
when Miss Adickes reached
the
sidewalk she was arrested on
a
charge of vagrancy. She was
taken to the city jail, photograph
ed,
fingerprinted and "booked as
a
common criminal." She remai
ned in custody until $100
bail
was furnished.
She was thus deprived of
the
privilege of equal enjoyment
in
a place of public accommodat
ion
by reason of her association
with
Negroes. For this deprivation
she
seeks $30.000 in damages.
She
asks $500,000 more on the charg
e
that the store and the police
conspired to have her arrested.
Abridgment of civil rights is
a daily occurrence. In fact,
it
happens with such frequ
ency
that it is an abnormal day
when
such transgression is not in
evidence. There is much truth
in
the saying that "anything
can
happen in Mississippi."

Asians In Africa
The President of the
Kenya
Indian Congress, Dr.
Shicabhai
Amin takes a dim view of
the future for the Indian and
Pakistani
population of Kenya. There
are
some 183.000 Asians in that
Aft;can country.
Recently they have come
under bitter attack and
are "preparing for the worst,"
according to Dr. Amin.
Both Premier Kenyatta
and
Justice Minister Tom
Mboya
have launched attacks
against
the Asians. The chief
complaint
is that the Asians
control too
much land and too many
busi-

nesses. Their inordinately
huge
holdings prevent native
Kenyans
from acquiring valuab
le land
and owning profitable
commercial enterprises.
This is a source of much irritation and unrest among the
natives who thought that
political independence would
have
brought a comfortable measu
re
of relief from poverty and
want.
The Asians throughout Africa
,
are known for their rapacity
and
usury. Unless they are willin
g to
make appreciable concessions,
they may be driven out of
the
black man's land.

Virginia Poll Tax
The ruling by a special
panel
of three Federal Court
judges
in Alexandria in which
the
state of Virhinia's poll tax law
was upheld, poses a judicial
as
well as moral dilemma. The
decision ignores a 1963 Consti
tutional Amendment barring poll
taxes as prerequisites for voting in Federal elections.
The Alexandria court held
that it was "not at liberty to deviate"from a 1937 Su pre me
Court decision affirming poll
taxes generally.
The decision came in the form
of a dismissal of two suits attacking Virginia's $1.50-a-year
poll tax as a violation of the
equal protection guarantee of
the 14th Amendment. The suits
also assailed the constitutionality of a clause in th. 'Virgi
nia
Constitution that denies "pau-

pers" the right to vote.
In the poll tax case. the
judges referred to the 1937 Supreme Court opinion. In that
decision, the high court "squarely refuted" the argument that
Virginia's poll tax law violated
the equal protection clause in
the Federal Constitution.
The lawyer for the Negro
plaintiffs contended that the
present Supreme Court. at least
by implication, had reversed
that ruling. By its reapportionment decisions, the court affirmed the Federal role in voting issues. Since the Virginia
case will come before the U.S.
Supreme Court on an appeal,
the high court will have an opportunity to make clear the position in the matter once and
for all.

•0

Only
In
America
By HARRY GOI.DEN

Press, Class Status, Sex
Must reading for Me each day is
the syndicated female "advisor"
column, who dispenses sound advice to parents who nave teenagers and to teenagers who have
parents. She counsels the aboutto-be-marrieds, the young marrieds, and the are-no-longer marrieds with charity and wisdom.
She tells them one and all
that it is a tough proposition,
their problem. to be solved only
by the application of common
sense, kindness, and authorized
by hygienic principles.
On several occasions I have
met the most famous of these
columnists. We are friendly toward each other, but I have always understood that beneath
her charm is a sharp newspaperman.
Recently she awed me with
the mileage she got out of answering so common a marital dispute as to whether or not the
wife should undress in front of
the husband. The columnist did
not offer her correspondent a
pale, "It all depends . . . " attitude. Forthrightly, she said he
ought to encourage his wife.
Not only were her columns
filled for the next successive series with letters from those offended and those applauding,
but two Southern newspapers
devoted editorials to the problem, one championing, one condemning.
I say the girl got mileage out
of the problem because the pros
an contras of such practice go
back to the dawn of recorded history. I see in fact, a troubled
Pharoah consulting his soothsayers, asking, "What is it with this
Queen? What kind of modesty is
this for me, the Sun God? Tell
me, sooths and sayers, is it me
or is it the times?"
And the sooths and sayers

probably told the Pharoah, "Lissen, Yer Highness, the Sun God,
we think you ought to tell the
Queen to wise up or you'll start
a crash program on her pyramid."
I am sure the Talmud, and the
Koran encounter the problem
yet never offer the imperative
of right or wrong. It is a problem which has to be understood
in terms of the times.
What are the times?
Seward Hitlner, Professor of
Theology and Personality at the
Princeton Theological Seminary,
put his finger on them in an article in University, the Princeton Magazine.
The times, he said, are those
in which, "The appeal of Fanny
Hill may be rather less of an
aphrodisiacal kind and rather a
secret but weak-kneed confession that women ought to quit
being what they really are and
instead should act like Playboy's
no-problem female, soft tonight
and off your hands tomorrow."
The daily advice to the lovelorn lady understands the times:
a naked woman is always big
news these days. She is big news
because naked she doesn't reveal her class status. The real
truth is that our sex habit coincides with our income and educational le N els. precisely the way
Professor Kinsey went about
cataloguing the Joys and foibles
of our society.
The modest wife is a lower
middle-class manifestation and
the immodest wife an upper.
The fellow who originally wrote
to the advice column wants to
find a meaning between the
lady who won't take off her
clothes in the closet and the lady
who wants to take off her
clothes at the party. He should
change jobs. Advertising or the
export-import business will do.

Know
The
Negro
By AL DUCKETT

Open Letter To GOP
We address this letter to Republicans who can read.
That would exempt Barry
Goldwater and Richard Nixon.
Nixon is apparently so stupid

that he was unable to realize
that one of the reasons he did
not become President in 1960
was that he wrote off the Negro vote.

One of the truths which has
victim of his Louisiana backbecome apparent in recent
ground. But you don't have to
months is the fact that the South
be from the South to fall into
has no monopoly on unrealistic
the trap of failing to understand
views of the issue of integration.
the movement of history and the
This fact has been made evident,
inevitable approach of that day
particularly in the area of the
when it will no longer be possiquestion of integration of our
ble to hold minorities back from
schools.
the democratic heritage which
This writer has been reading
rightly belongs to them.
and studying reports of the inBoth Al Dark and Superintenflexible attitudes of Southern
dent Franchina have displayed
educators who would rather die
that they were unaware that
than have white and colored
they have been thinking in the
children learn together. But
19th Century and failing to realthere are also Northern educaize that the 20th Century has artors who share thesis attitudes,
rived.
although their verbal approach
The Stamford School Board
manifests itself in a camouflagwill be courting trouble if it aled manner.
lows the viewpoint of its SuperWe live in Stamford, Conn., a
intendent to prevail. Study after
town of some 100,000. Most of
study has demonstrated that
Stamford residents are decent
there are distinct benefits to be
Americans, genuinely concernderived from the integrated soed about the progress of human
ciety and that the cast of the
relations in our community and
segregated society, both morally
throughout the nation.
and financially, is to dear for
There is a determination in
us to pay in this swiftly conStamford that the ill will and
tracting world.
chaos brought about by NorthIf for no other reason than that
ern-style bias in education shall
Americans of all races and renot mar our home town. I am
ligions desperately need commuproud of most of my neighbors
nication with each other, the atbecause they have this kind of
tempt to divide us rather than
attitude.
to unite us, is an idiotic and danAt a recent meeting of teachgerous attempt. I want to believe
ers of our community, it was
that the residents of Stamford
pointed out that, without the
and the School. Board will not
proper leadership, Stamford too
accept the path which can only
could find itself embroiled in
lead us to disaster.
school boycotts and the resulting
Quality education is integrabad publicity.
ted education. Teachers, books,
I met the Mayor and his corequipment, facilities may be
poration counsel to discuss atequal in colored schools to that
titudes and the harmful effect of
which exists in white schools—
leadership which is either defibut without honest integration,
ant or years behind the times. It
both white and colored children
is an irony that our city should
are deprived of the best.
have a Mayor who seems alert
It is incredible that, in a comto this problem and a superintenmunity like Stamford, in endent of schools who clings adalightened New England, persons
mantly to the concept of "neighin responsible positions can conborhood schools."
tinue to be misinformed about
In many Northern communithe most burning issue of our
ties, the pharse "neighborhood
day.
schools" means nothing more
F'ranchina is not alone, He is
than iim-crow schools. This susymbolic and symptomatic of
perintendent is also guilty of
many highly placed whites all
having made the inane stateover this land who have buried
ment — for publication — that:
their heads in the sands and who
-I haven't found any benefits to
are unaware that the caravans
either white or Negro children
of progress have passed them by.
if they are integrated."
Those of us who want to see
I do not believe that StamAmerica live up to her traditions
ford's Superintendent of Schools,
hope that some miracle can hapJoseph Franchina is a bigot. I
pen to awaken men such as
did not believe that Alvin Dark's
Franchina. If it does not, we may
unfortunate remarks about Nehave very troubled and tumultgro and Spanish-speaking ball
times as the Negro constantly
player on his team meant that
tires of asking for that which
he was a bigot.
God has bestowed and man has
Al Dark, a fine man, was a
denied

•0

••

••

••

Goldwater is apparently so
stupid that he could not realize
that by exaggerating Nixon's indifference Into downright denial
and defiance, he was doomed to
set -a record for getting badly
whipped in the brutal game of
American politics.
So, we are not talking to either on e of these two men
whose heads are so hard or their
brains so soft that they qualify
for the aristocracy of political
ignorance.
We are talking to the Repul,
licans who think the Republican Party should be true to its
origin a 1 traditions; that it
--hould not dilly-dally around on
the sordid pavements or racism
and in the narrow. neighbor
hoods of intolerance, hoping to
hustle up enough pieces of silver
to buy Its way into power.
We are talking to Republicans who believe, as Nelson
Rockefeller believes; that a political party should have principle.
We are talking to Republicans who subscribe to what
Henry Cabot Lodge believes:
that the only salvation of the
Grand Old Party is to return to
the Lincolnian plateau; not that
we are slavishly grateful to Lin-

coln, nor that we believe that he
necessarily freed the slaves for
the sake of the slaves.
We believe that, idealistic or
politically practical. Lincoln
knew that the time had come —
not to free the Negro from slavery — but to free the nation
.
The Negro who marched to
the polls in an almost unbroken
phalanx, marched not only to
protect himself, but also to protect his country. He slapped
Goldwater down with a mighty
blow, not only because Goldwater voted against civil rights.
but because he believed Goldwater would cast his vote
against human survival.
The Negro in America know-,
that the President of the United
States is the most powerful man
in the world and that he must
be chosen wisely and well. He
knows that his own blackness
has caused him to be confined
to the bottom of the ladder and
that any man who opposes the
freedom of the black man challenges the liberty of us all.
Now is the time for Republicans to take back their party
from the hawklike talents of :
strange birds who sw ooped
down from the pale and peril
ous skies of San Francisco.

• •
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MUSTANG
ITUTHE
11
---"e IS HERE

▪ By Mrs. Emogene W. Wilson •
•
••••••••••••••••••••
IT WAS A "COUNTRY BIRTHDAY PARTY" when
WILLIAM "BILL" OWEN JR. celebrated his ninth birthday
recently. He is the son of Mr. and Mit WILLIAM F. OWEN
SR. 1247 S. Parkway E.
Setting was the lawn and clubrooms of the Top Hat
and Tails Clubhouse. Scores of youngsters romped and played games before setting down to the "serious business" of
eating hot dogs, punch . . . cake . . candy.
The attractive birthday cake was decorated with a barnyard scene . . . farm animals grazing in pasture . . . with
. surrounded by frosty
tractors and other farm machinery
fences . . . looking every bit like the modern farm. Beautifully wrapped gifts were piled high on a separate table.
Seen having great fun were: VICKI JOHNSON,
ANGELA SMITH, ROY BETTS, JR., CAROLYN JOHNSON,
KAREN ROSE WILSON, GALE SEYMOUR, MELBA MATLOCK, CHARLTON JOHNSON, MARVIN JEFFREY,
NATALIE CLARK, LEO DUGAR SAVARE, ALVIN MASSEY, WILFRED WILLIAMSON JR., PHYLLIS WEAVER,
DAVID WALTON, MELVIN JACKSON, SHARON JONES
PAMELA VENSON, HERBERT CASEY, LOONIE COOK,
JR., OLIVER SIMS, CASANDRA MINOR, ANNETTE TAYLOR, ROY WHALUM, JERITHEL NELSON, JERALD
LEWIS, LAWTON JACKSON, MICHAEL WILLIS, ARCHIE
WILLIS, III, LARRY LURKS, WAYNE MEBANE, GINA
JOHNSON.
JAMES SOMERVILLE, PATRICIA HAMPTON, HARRIET "CANDY" WALKER, GLEN GREENE, MICHAEL
WELLS, ADRIAN MILLER, SHELLEY WHITE, PAMELA
TAYLOR, VASCO SMITH, JR., TARIK and ELENE SUGARMON, KEITH JOHNSON, LETITIA L. WEATHERS,
CHERYL FOUCHE, CHARLES B. WALKER, JR., HOWARD
PINKSTON JR., JANICE DUNIGAN, ERIC TURNER,
DANNY ELLIOTT, JUDY BURFORD, FAITH GRIFFIN,
KELVIN WILLIS, and THERON NORTHCROSS, JR.

-1

MUSTANG New Fastback
2+2 (above) has joined the Mustang
Hardtop and Convertible.

NEW '65 FORDS
NOTHING DOWN*
only $5748 mo. up
HENSON-LEWIS NUPTIALS—Mr. and Mrs. Walter E.
Henson were married on Thanksgiving Day November
26, at First Baptist Church, Chelsea. The bride is the
former Miss Janet Lewis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mose
Lewis, Jr. The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
Henson, Coldwater, Miss. Front row left to right: Mrs.

Somenseessie
Rachel Tyson, matron of honor; Miss Ruby Lewis, Rev.
P. L. Rowe, who officiated: Mr. and Mrs. Walter Henson,
and Mose Lewis, Jr., father of the bride. Back row: Rog.
era Lewis, Charles Parker, Eugene Henson and George
Gilmore.
(McChriston Photo)

Janet Lewis Wed Thanksgiving Day

Thanksgiving Day nuptials and Mrs. Mose Lewis III, Co- Clyde Johnson, Clayton Bul- the United States Post Office,
were held at First Baptist lumbus, Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. lard, Hulbert Harden, Mr. and while the bride is a fourth
MEMBERS OF DELTA SIGMA THETA Sorority's Pledge Chelsea, uniting in holy wed- H. H. Veasey, groom's uncle; Mrs. L. Meade, Mr. and Mrs. grade teacher at Caldwell
club on Le Moyne College campus entertained the young- ock, Miss Janet Lewis, daugh- Hubert Henson, uncle of the Curtis Greene, Misses Arva School. Following a brief wedMrs. Eugene Henson, and Dorothy Rice.
ding trip they will make their
sters at the Crippled Children's Hospital on Lamar, recent- er of Mr. and, Mrs. Mose groom
Mr. Henson is employed at home on Saxon Avenue.
ly, with games and freedom songs Miss HAZEL GLOVER, Lewis Jr., 2022 Hubert; and Jean Ola Bishop, and Geraldine
Farmer.
Mr.
Henson,
son
of
one of the pyramids, is a regular vistor there . . . where Walter E.
Henson of
Among the many guests
she teaches the children Sunday School lessons. Other and Mrs. Virgil
Goldwater, Miss. The pastor, seen at the wedding and the
Pyramid members are, Misses SARA MARIE BAKER, LORA
Rev. P. L. Rowe, officiated.
reception were: Mrs. Aline
ANN'GREENE, NEALEY WILLIAMS, RUTH ELAINE
Miss Esther Pulliam rend- Hooks, Mrs. Mozelle Parker,
MARY ELLA DOUGHTERY, and OLA CAROLYN HARRIS.
red two beautiful solos, "If Mr. and Mrs. Charles CrawMiss CATHELIA ANN BARR is Dean of Pledgees.
Could Tell You" and "I Love ford, Mrs. John S. Westley,
•
•
it
Mrs. Ruth C inipbell, genThe program will terminate
You Truly," accompanied by Miss Pearinia Saunders, Mrs.
AN EVENING IN INDIA was the theme of a brilliant Mrs. B. Leatherwood Macklin, Debora Thompson, Miss Cor- eral cheirman of the annual with the presentation of the
lecture accompanied by slides of life in India, enjoyed by minister of music, who played nelia Saunders, Mr. and Mrs. scholaroject of Sigma young ladies who are vying
the members and friends of the Mississippi Blvd. Christian oft background music N. S. Smith, Mrs. Rachel B. Gamma Rho sorority, reports for the title, "Miss RhoJohnson, Mrs. Eunice Bruce, that plans are nearing con-, mania." Some of the contestChurch last week. Twc retiring missionaries of the Chris- hroughout the ceremony.
The bride, given in marriage Mrs. Edith Stroull, Mrs. Lil- pletion for the gala presenta- ants are: Misses Patricia Pertian Church, MR. and Mrs. K. L. POTEE spoke from their
y her father,, was lovely in lian Spice, Mrs. Victoria Falls, tion of three outstanding sons, Le Moyne Colleg e,
experiences after 43 years of service as missionaries in India.
street-length dress of white Mr. and Mrs. Sam Howell, Mr. dance groups who will per- daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
The evening for those who attended was an occasion peau de soie fashioned with and Mrs. Howard Horton, Mrs. form in "Rhomania Cotillion." Robert Persons; Miss Sandra
long to remember . . . that will give impetus to the misscalloped neckline, the bodice Marie L. Adams, Miss Mose Friday, December 11 at Bruce Hill, Manassas, daughter of
sionary efforts projected by the Mississippi Blvd. Christian domed with pearls, long fit- Y. Brooks, Mrs. Catherine Hall, Le Moyne College, 8:00 Mr. and Mrs. Dwyne Hill;
Miss Juanita Adams, Manased sleeves, and the skirt with Newson. Mrs. Elvie Trammel, p.m.
church.
According to Willie Kelley sas, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
The Christian Women's Fellowship entertained the mia• leated fullness. Her short veil Mrs. Lillian Holden, Mr. and
Somerville and Mr. who is coordinating the three Robert Adams.
sionazies and visiting friends with a spaghetti supper. MRS. ell from a halo headpiece. Mrs. Jake
dance groups, rehearsals are
Miss Beryle Jeans, Melrose,
carried a bouquet of white and Mrs. Josh Prince;
ANGIE MITCHELL is president of the organization. An or- he
MORE GUESTS
in full swing and all three daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Curarnations.
chid was presented MRS. POTEE in honor of her 45 years
And Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence groups are composed of pro- tis Jeans: Miss Hattie Cole,
The bride was attended by
of devoted service as a mother and a missionary. The hone.. er sisters, Mrs. Rachel Ty- Garrison, Mrs. Lucille Dobbins, mising young dancers.
Melrose, daughter of Mrs. Hatrees were accompanied by Dr. and MRS. THOMAS of the on, matron of honor, and Miss Mrs. Rosemary Marshall, Mr.
The presentation will in- tie Cole; Miss Patricia Le
McLemore Avenue Christian Church.
uby Lewis. Their lovely and Mrs. Jas, Lloyd, Mrs. Kate clude an open class composed Grone, Melrose, daughter of
•
•
•
lue frocks were worn with Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Har- of dance groups trained by Mr. and MM. Johnnie Le
SELDOM HAVE WE WITNESSED A more provocative ingle strands of pearls, match- rison Currie, Mr. and Mrs. L. Miss Roberta Ratcliffe; the Grone; Miss Elaine Campbell,
slip- Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Theotry Le Moyne College dance Mitchell Road, daughter of
program than the brilliant presentation given by WON ng bow headpieces and
pers which corresponded to Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. Julius groups trained by Miss Olia Mr. and Mrs. Wesley CampKYUNG CHO, Korean classical dancer, at Bruce Hall, Le
he shade of each dress. They McClellan, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Reed; and dance groups train- bell, Miss Sylvia Braswell,
Moyne College last week.
Hamilton, daughter of Mr. and
arried bouquets of blue- Carr, Mrs. Jessie McCoy, Mrs. ed by Mr. Kelley,
The talented dancer intrigued the audience with his yed carnations.
Minerva Hancock, N. S. Smith,
Mr. Kelley started his train- Mrs. Houston Braswell; Miss
mastery of the intricate movements involved in Oriental
Eugene Benson was his Jr., Erskine Grant and daugh- ing as a dancer early. He was Sheila Robinson, Hamilton,
rother's best man. Ushers ter Shelia, Mrs. Bernice Ed- an outstanding member of the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
classical dance movements.
He moved easily back and forth between the portrayal were Rogers Lewis, bride's wards, Mrs. Charlene Parker, LeMoyne College dance group Johnnie Coleman; Miss Loretta
Barnett, Mrs. under the able direction of Jones, Corry, daughter of Mr.
of the female dancer and the male dancer. He had a re- brother; Charles Parker, and Mrs. Lillian
Adrienne Seay and Mrs. Ra- Mrs. Mable Love. He has done and Mrs. Leonard Jones, Jr.,
George Gilmore.
markable ability to simulate the female movement both
chel Johnson;
advanced study in dancing at Miss Linda Mc Gaha, Geeter,
BRIDE'S MOTHER
in form and expression, aided by a female wig, woman's
Also Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Columbia University where daughter of Mrs. Maggie Mc
Mrs. Lewis chose a stunning
costumes, and appropriate make-up, almost to the point of ress of rose beige lace for her Smith, Mrs. Mary Taylor and he received his master's de- Gaha.
Members of the Rhomania
complete deception. He found easy rapport with the audience aughter's wedding; which daughter Jacqueline; Ben gree.
Miss Ratcliffe also started Committee are Mesdames Ruth
as he portrayed th- "Old Man's Dance."
he wore with a fur jacket, Blakely. Calvin Jordon, HeHis repertoire included court dances, folk dances, and equinned hat, and other lena, Ark., Mrs. L. Gales, Miss her dancing career quite early. Campbell and Maridelle R.
accessories. He r Eunice Carruthers, Mr. and She had eight years of train- Adams, co - chairmen; Mesreligious dances .
all based on the centuries old customs matching
orchid. Mrs. Rufus Myers, Mrs. Mat- ing at the Howe Dance Studio dames Eldora Amos, Lytia
and culture of the Orient. Costumes were very bright and corsage was a purple
he groom's mother was very tie Rhodes, Mrs. Callie Young, in Pittsburgh. Pa., under the McKinney, Margaret Goodlow
colorful, and music, tape-recorded, was authentic oriental
mart looking in a red wool Mrs. Edith Strong, Mrs. Fred- direction of Mrs. Clarice Bur- contestants; Mesdames Ber. very foreign (even weird) to many ears, but at the same ress, navy velvet coat and die Westley, Mr. and Mrs. H. ton, who was an outstanding nice Cole and Cherie P. Roltime fascinating when executed with the dancing.
McDonald, Mrs. A. Branch, Mr. dance instructor in the East. and, publicity; Mrs. Ruby Porwhite accessories.
Miss Reed was a member of ter, tickets. Mrs. Ethel WatHighlighting the performance was an hour's lecture
Many guests gathered for and Mrs. D. Thomas, Mr. and
which followed the dances. The dancer used slides to ex- he reception later at Lelia Mrs. Eugene Howse, Mrs. Ad- the modern dance group for kins is president of Omicron
Ruth Booker is.
plain and describe the various dances and associate them Walker clubhouse. Other mem- die Jackson, Mrs. Doris Lowe, four years at Tennessee State chapter; Miss
Mrs. W. A. Suggs, University where she also president of Alpha' Omicron
with their appropriate history which extended as far back bers of the family present Rev. and
were: Mr. and Mr. Mose Mr. and Mrs. Robert Allen, served as assistant dance in- chapter of Sigma Gamma Rho
as the sixth century. It was interesting information..
Lewis Sr. grandparents; Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Gus Plump, structor. With such talented Sorority.
He concluded his recital with interesting interpretaTickets may be purchased
personalities in charge of
tions of the differences among the dance movements of the MRS. TAYLOR WARD on Castalia Street. Thanksgiving Rhomania Cotillion, the public from the members of the soChinese, Japanese and the Korean classicll dancers. Mr. CHO was in evidence everywhere in the festive decorations . . . is in for the treat of the year! rority and at the business ofice at Le Moyne College.
exhibited a strong feeling for his work, understanding of and the menu reflected French cuisine . . . Broiled chicken CONTESTANTS
his art, and appreciation for his audience.
oreasts with wine sauce. .. green bean casserole with mush•
• •
rooms . . cranberry salad mold . . . orange chiffon delight
THE TOP HAT TAILS CLUBHOUSE was once more for dessert . . . hot coffee and rolls.:
the scene of much merriment and conviviality as the NonHors' d'oeuvres consisted of cheese balls rolled in toasted
chalants Bridge Club entertained at a Pre-Thanksgiving pecans . . . hot barbecue beef balls . . . cucumber pin- ,
Bridge-Dinner last week. Guests enjoyed an elegant menu wheels . . . pickled okra. Bud vases with chrysanthemums I The Committee on Adminis- THE JUDGES
The nanel of judges include
tration of the Sarah Brown
prepared by Mrs. LARCENIA CAIN, and settled down to an tied with ribbon eentdred each table.
Branch of Young Women's Mrs. T. J. Beauchamp, Mrs.
exciting evening o! bridge . . all of eleven grand prizes
PHILLIPS,
UTILLUS
Assisting the hostess were: Mrs.
Christian Association will rec- Floyd Campbell, Mrs. Bernice
were won during the evening.
SR.. MRS. TAYLOR WARD, MRS. MAUDE BRIGIIT, MRS. ognize outstanding women of Calloway, Mrs. Elizabeth HarPlaying superior bridge during the evening, and win- LORENE OSBORNE. and MRS. CHARLENE CARPENTER i the community at a "Wom- ris. Mrs. Theodore Jackson,
ning the prizes were: Mesdames FREDA MARR, JOSIE of Hughes, Ark. Prizes included evening bags, bill folds en of the Year Awards" on Mrs. Thelma Whalum, and
FLOWERS, ELEANOR GANDI, CLEO NEAL, ELENE PHIL- . . . lipstick holders . . . and novel key 'rings for those Sunday, December 13, at 4 Mrs. Geneva Williams. These
P.M. at the Branch, 1044 Mis- ladies are all members of the
LIPS, HARRIET WALKER, ,DORA TODD, KATHERINE assisting.
sissippi blvd.
YWCA, but not members of
THORNTON, ANN LOCKHART, CALLIE STEVENS, and
Members include Mesdames ANNIE BELL SAUNDERS,
Women's organizations have the Committee on•AdministraELIZABETH SIMONS.
MERLE PATTERSON, ELIZABETH LEWIS all of whom been contacted to nominate tion. Members of the CommitOther guests were, Mesdames ELDORA AMOS, won club prizes in the order named; BERNICE WILLIAMS, individuals from the fields of tee on Administtation are not
JUANITA ARNOLD, ELIZABETH PLAXICO, ANN BEN- ETHEL BELL, DOROTHY DE NELLIE, JOYCE PINKSTON, business, civic work, educa- eligible for nomination.
.
SON, DORIS BODDEN, MARY BRADLEY, JEANETTE and RITA OLIVE.
Mrs. Hollis F. Price, chairtional and professonal, who
CARR, THELMA CLAY, MARILYN COTTON MATT E
MARTHA GALLOWAY, have made outstanding contri- man of the project, announced
were Mesdames
Guests
that Miss Harry Mae Simons
CROSSLEY, MARTHA FLOWERS, MARGARET GOOD- LAMARIS ROBINSON, NEDRA JORDAN, all of whom won butions to Memphis.
LOW, VICTORIA HANCOCK, HELEN HAYES, BURNA- guest prizes in the order named; CAROLYN GARNER, A panel of judges will make will give the principal address
the selections from these nom- on Sunday, Dec. 13. Miss SiDINE HOLMES, MANAE STANBACK, RUBY JACKSON, ETHEL WYNN, CECELIA WESTLEY, TILLIE ViHALUM, inations, based on
the follow- mons is principal of Magnolia
ALTHEA PRICE, BERTHA JOHNSON, EMMA TOM JOHN- VIVIAN WIILLIS, NELL NORTHCROSS, NORMA GRIF- ing criteria: a local woman; Elementary School, a dynamic
SON, ADDIE JONES. CtiARLESTINE MILES. NELLNORTH- FIN, and LAURIE SUGARMON.
achievement beneficia to a civic worker, and • member
CROSS, CLEO PHILLIPS. MARIE PINKSTON, JEANETTA
OUR CONDOLENCES TO MRS. ALINE LOWE and number of persons in addition o5 the Committee on AdminisPOWELL. BERTHA RAY, MAYDELLA REEVES, MAR- family in the loss of her mother, Mrs. Minnie B. Brinkley to the individual herself; from tration of the YWCA. She has
civic served for four years as chairGARET RIVERS, MARY ROBERTS, OHRISTINE ROBIN- on the eve of Thanksgiving Day . . MRS. L. RAYMOND the area of business,
work, education and the pro- man of the YWCA Branch.
SON, HELEN SHELBY. CORA SMITH, FANNIE WEST, I LYNOM is reported to be improving at her borne following fessions; balance in her thinkMiss Rosa Robinson, chairLULA TAYLOR, EDITH THORNTON. MATTIE TYUS, the recent stroke which she suffered.
ing and ways of work, bold man of the Sarah Btown
•
• •
BEATRICE THOMPSON JOHNSON, LAVERNE WEATHERS
enough to try new things, Branch YWCA, and Mrs Price
and BEECHER DOBBS.
STEVEN McKENZIE of Bartow, Flordia was house- calm in times .4 crises and both urge the public,to attend
•
• •
guest of Whitter Sengstacke Jr. for the Thanksgiving break controversy, and convinting this event to honor the couactions.
rageous women of our comTHE CARDETTES BRIDGE CLUB enjoyed a gala No- . . . both are students at Tennessee State University where in her thoughts and
Achievement may have been!munity who are matched to
vember meeting with hostess ELENE D. PHILLIPS, who Mr. McKenzie is a junior, majoring in psychology
. and accomplishe t in any year pri- the ele.11..nges and the diffientertained in the beautiful home ,of her patents, MR. and t his host is a sophomore.
or to 1964.
culties of our times.
•

•

See The All New
1965 MUSTANG
Now On Display
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Dancers Will Perform
At Rhomania

YWCA Branch To Honor
'Women Of The Year'
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163 Ramb. .$1695.
Classic 990 Station Wagon. Like new.

'64 Ford ..$1695
Loaded.

'62 Ford . .$149g

.Galaxie
500. Air conditioned. Like new.

'61 Olds. . .$1795
Starfire con,vertible.. Power and air.

'60 T-Bird .$1395
Loaded. Air condition.

'60 Falc. . . . .$495
Deluxe model wagon.

'59 Chev. ..$795
Parkwood wagon.
'58 Ford ...$495
Cream puff.
153 Buick
Hardtop.

.$99

.

'64 Ford...$2195
Power steering and
conditioned.

air

'63 Ford . .$1895
Convertible. Power
automatic d rive.

and

'63 Dodge .81495
Loaded.

'63 Chev. II $1695
Nova hardtop. Like new.

'62. Ford . .$1495
Convertible. Like new.

'60 Falc. ..$695
Deluxe model. Automatic.

160 Ford . .$595
4-door. Loaded.

'59 Ford ...$795
Galaxie 500. • Air
Like new.

cond.

'59 Plym. . . • $495
Wagon.

'57 Dodge .'$495
Automatic.
Like new.

Up to 36 Months on the talon'

TRUCKS
'64 Fora . .$1695 '63 For

,$1295 •
Econoline. Van.
V-e engin,
'61 Chev. ..$1095 '60 Ford ...$895
952 chin.. .$doq Stvlesido body.
Powers body.
.'51 Chev. ...$295
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those present said it was an excellent affair.
Thanksgiving was also observed at Lane Chapel CMS
church with REV. U. Z. McKINNON, an instructor at the
Interdenominational Theological Center in Atlanta giving
the message. REV. J. T. PURHAM is pastor of Lane Chapel.
The Book Lovers club met in the home of MRS. CARFUND FOR QUADS
RIE SEAT in Trenton with the president, MRS, MATTIE
An organization known as the "Quads Family" has
DAVIS, in charge. After business, a delicious barbecue plate
n brought into being. Rev. J. T. MATHIS, who brought
was served by the hostess.
)idea to the people, was elected chairman, with the
The annual Christmas Lighting Contest in Humboldt
ministers of surrounding churches as co-chairmen.
and Dyer is in full swing, and those who care to register
• A great benefit extravaganza with all-male cast is
must do so by Dec. 19. Interesting prizes will be awarded,
planned for Dec. 18 at Stigall High School, and some of
and blanks may be obtained from any member of the
the city's most outstanding male talent will be presented in
Gloxinia Art and Garden club.
the program which starts at 8.
Tickets will be on sale at various places, and citizens JFK REMEMBERED
Mrs. MARTHA LACEY is chairman of tit,: project.
from other counties are asked to join in and help make
A turkey given away in the recent contest was won
the proposed $25,000 goal a reality. It is felt that good hearted:citizens of all denominations and races will help Tennes- by Miss AFtLENE GENTRY.
The 8-B class of Stigall Tendered a beautiful Thankssee's first quadruplets.
This is a distinction for the state, and the family needs giving program under the direction of the teacher, CHARLIE
help, and the money raised will help the fRther until he FRANK JONES.
A memorial service honoring the late President JOHN
is able to get a better job.
F. KENNEDY was presented by the Student Council of
SEND DONATIONS
Stigall, and a tree planted in his memory.
It is our duty to help relieve poverty whenever we
Participants on the program were BETTYE ELLISON
can. Mark the date on your calendar, and bring someone
who read scripture; VIRGINIA WILSON, who led out in
with you to hear these outstanding men.
meditation, prayer, and the reading of a poem. Taps was
Ai Donations of larger denominations will be announced
sounded by EDDIE DUNCAN and the singing of "America,
program. All money will be deposited in the bank
the Beautiful."
until the drive is over, Send any contribution to
REV. J.
Miss ANN HENNING and Mrs. V. P. PULLIAM are
T. MATHIS, 1214 Cotton Street, Humboldt, Tennessee. Names
advisors. A. P. NUNN is principal of the school,
will be listed later in this paper.
The Morning Star Baptist church observed its Men's HOLIDAY GUESTS
Rev. and Mrs. WILLIAM DONALD had as recent houseDay with T. R. HARTSFIELD as the guest speaker, He
is
principal of Polk-Clarke School at Milan, and a dominant guests their fourth child, JAMES DONALD and his friend,
figure in the West Tennessee Teachers Association. Men MISS ROSA McGOWAN, both of Indianapolis. All of the
from the choirs of surrounding churches filled the choir children were present for a family dinner on Thanksgiving
and for the birthday of the guest son,
stand and rendered some beautiful music.
Mrs. ADDIE ROE went by way of St. Louis to pick up
The chairman of the program and music director was
other members of the family for a trip to Chicago
CHARLIE FRANK JONES. Calvin Farmer was chairman
to
of visit a brother.
the day and DUPREE CLEMMONS co-chairman. The
Mrs.
IDA
THOMAS
and Mrs. ELLA MAE LACEY are
amount raised will be announced later. Rev. J. T.
MATHIS in St.
Mary's hospital. SYLVESTER HARREL is in Madison
is pastor.
County General hospital. Here's hoping they will be betTHANKSGIVING DINNER
ter by the time this news is released,
The Ministers and Deacons Wives of the same church
Mrs. WINEFRED ROGERS and daughter,
VIRGINIA,
gave a lovely Thanksgiving dinner for husbands and
guests have as house guests little Misses
KAREN ROGERS and
on that night. The president gave some remarks on
why we KIM ROGERS of Memphis, ages
two and 13 months. They
should be thankful. The group furnished music
with Mrs. are the children of Mr. and Mrs.
FREDDIE ROGERS. Some
CARRIE JONES at the piano. The menu was delicious,
and guests!
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"I will see President de
Tshombe Denies Gaulle,
and I will express to •
him the thanks of the Congolese
'Arms'Reason government
for the comprehension .4vh1ch he and his govern- ment hav}:hows regarding the
For Paris Talks difficult
•tuatiell iggich my -

Humboldt News

PARIS — Congolese Premier
ktoise Tshombe arrived here for
talks with French President
Charles de Gaulle.
"I have no intention of asking France for arms," Tshombe
told airport newsmen when his
special Air Congo plane landed on a flight from Leopoldville.
"My Intention is to visit with
the highest French authorities
for a aeichange of views on the
most important problems of the

be

1

or
151

Out Of Danger
HOUSTON — Heavyweight
contender Cleveland (Big Cat)
Williams was termed "out of
danger" by hospital autporities
although he faced added trouble
on7charges of assaulting a highway patrolman.
Williams, at 31 the world's
second-ranked heavyweight contender, was recovering at Ben
Taub hospital from a bullet
wound he suffered Saturday
night in a struggle with highway
patrolman Dale E. Witten,
I Witten arrested Williams near
To all, north of Houston, on
s
ion of drunken driving.
The shooting occurred when,
Witten said, Williams tried to
get away.
Saturday
night's shootirfg
came two months before Williams was to fight Ernie Tel
rell of Chicago for the World
Championship that was taken
away from Cassius Clay by the
World Boxing Association.
Department of Public Safety
officials formally filed a charge
against Williams for aggravated
assault on a police officer and
driving while intoxicated.

New Subscription Order

BUY
BONDS

I

The first Negro to w:n elective
political office in Illinois was
John Jones, w h o operated
clothes cleaning and repairirr,rooms at 119 Dearborn Street in Chicago.
911 191119111
.
45

One Neu,Gift Subscription

for only$5

AIR MAIL
AS 001,

ORDER NOW • PAY NEXT YEAR
GIFTS FOR A PRESIDENT
Dorothy I. Height, national president, National Council
of Negro Women, Inc., Is showered with gifts from F. W.
Woolworth stores. Making the presentation is Robert J.
Brown, president, B & C Associates public relations firm.
The presentation was made during the 29th Annual Convention of the National Council of Negro Women at the
Sheraton Park Hotel In Washington, D. C.

Indianan Named
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
Deputy Director
CITY FINANCE
(WOUND ilOOR

ltig Cat) Termed

OOOOOOOO

.1

Know Your 14egro 'History

THIS MONEY-SAVING GIFT CERTIFICATE
ENTITLES YOU TO ENTER

Attie

•

9

country,
passing Ilirough." Tshombe said he would go to
the United States after returning to LeopoWvill• Lem .Paris.

STERICK BUILDING
1191t/ RS IO.$ 1 1 Ski YOU
o/1 1191/016111Y11A1

3/FIVICt

Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
i One year
$6.00 Six months $3.50

WASHINGTON — Charles J
Patterson, a sociologist and
candidate for a doctor's degree
at the University of California,
has been named deputy director
of the Peace Corps' African
office.
Patterson, 39, a native of Fort
Wayne, Ind., won degrees in soand Western Reserve University. Ile has taught at the University of Ubadan, Nigeria, and at
Cambridge University, England.

Enter thefollowing gift at the specialreduced
price

Uatesepwai
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WOOLWOovRTH'S
w'100-ooIT'S NEW/

Ulysses Lane

Here comes the

WESTERN
SPECIAL
LOCOMOTIVE

1 ri drew

Cunnigan

'O.M IN
IS

Braves Purchase
Dixie Franchise

I OUSTON - (UPI)

— The
Milwaukee Braves moved a step
c:oser to Atlanta although they'll
still have to wait for the 196
season.
The Braves officially pur
chased the Atlanta franchise tot
$285,000 from owner Bill McKeclutie, Jr., and will operate
the club in the International
League next year.
Milwaukee had drafted the Atlanta territory immediately after the World Series and would
have shifted its franchise there
for next season but was prevented from doing so by a court
order and a vote of National
League officials.
President John McHale of the
Braves, who previously had said
the Braves will move to Atlanta
in 1966, announced the purchase
from McKechnie, son of former
Cincinnati manager Bill McKechnie, Sr.
McHale also announced the
apilkitment of Eddie Glennon
asIlPftlanta general manager.
C-lennon, who has spent 25
years in organized baseball, was
general manager of the Denver
club in the Pacific Coast League
this year.

Prevent Rust
A coat of wax on the chrome
of kitchen chairs will prevent
rust.
The most famous of the rag
time songs which spurred Jazz
to prominence was the "St
Louis Blues," written by W. C
Handy.

Can Removal
#l
ecil canned meat slice
by removing bothends
r;
container and pusning
meat out in one piece.

/I
Outstanding SoletIledy of Owe
Mrs. Franc..Mills,

Wes

THE WHOLE TOWN* HAS BEEN
AWAITING A PLACE TO
PURCHASE 100% HUMAN HAIR
AT A PRICE 9995
AND TERMS LIKE THIS

MONEY
DOWN

NEVER
WORE
SUCH A LIFELIKE
TOY LOCOMOTIVE
.Hear the wail of a real train whistle
• See the flashing yellow light
.Hear the clatter of the wheels
.Watch it turn around when it bumps into an object
Big jumbo size — not a small model. Looks and
sounds like the real thing. Operates on standard
flashlight batteries.

Batteries available 10c each
YOUR MONEY'S
WORTH MORE AT

WOOLWORTH'S

THE LEADING NATIONAL CHAIN
100% HUMAN HAIR
Jet Black
Dark Brown
Off Black
Mixed Grey

MEMPHIS WIG WAM
94 SO. MAIN
525-1433

Oscar Forman

Carl Shealy

We thank you for your patronage and hope
that we may be able to service you even
better. Won't you,

"JOIN
THE STAG
LINE"
Distributed by

A. S. Barbaro, Inc.
119 St. Paul Street
Zuric'tey segce a77

.
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THE CISCO KID

DONALD DUCK

•
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ter.
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RETURN TO
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will
fro
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E'TTA KETT

BRICK BRADFORD

STOP MAKING
?War& POSIES
ANO LISTEN!

DON'T YOU SAY'
ANOTHER WORD
osz x'LL. WRAP MYSELF
IN MY CAPS AND
VANISH_

THING FOR YOU
ON YOUR
COFFEE
CLIP

ITS A NOTICE THAT
HEIR ALLOWANCE
IS OVERDUE

\NELL - ETTA
LEAQNED SOMETHING FiZom THAT

THERE'S SOME....7
(

BUSINESS
COuRSE

zni-
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THEY WANTED
1D KNOW If THERE
WAS ANYTHING
GOOD IN OuR
‘FRIGERATOR.1

THANKS FoR
Si rTiNG WITH
THE. CI-In-DREW

HOW ABOUT THATIF
MAPS PAHRIs
VANISH INSTEAD
OF ME..
NOW,LETS SEE..
WHAT c,AN
I'D ABOUT
ERADFORD?
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elev
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HENRY

SECRET AGENT X9
—sow

...then rolls out oF the blade's path. For

phil topples

InOrrient, Nagger's guard is down-.

not
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badzwar.1,
down trw
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5tep5..and
Nagger
taPeS the
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hic(:

PULL. LINE
—
—
SCHCOL
SUPPLIES

that
sehe,
more
Wht
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openIng„.

POPEYE
BIG BEN BOLT
rr's A BAR6AtN,BON'S.TucKwELL'S ASOu-r
I'LATCH ON TI FIFTy l'imES THAT wHEN HE
5ETS MARRIED -T"THE KROYDOW CHICK.
50 Im-rY oui5SLE ?

I
Out CLIENT 5,410 -TO NO WELL HET) BETTER
START FIGGERIN.IN ROGERS
PAY'VU OFF—BUT
HEW494'TTI.IIWK-J LIKE-NAT. OR ELSE,PAL
—NG OR ELSE!
IN FiGuRES
I
UXE THAT.

I ASSURE YOU,
OL: Ra+L—I AM NO
RABEirT! I AM
J.WELLINGTON
WIMPY;

11-27

THAT ROTTEN THING I SmELLE0 IN
DENMARK WASN'T iN DENMARK
AT Au.,BEN. iT CAME FROM
THATAwAY!

,411
_

4.1RETEB!!
SMASH SEZ
WIMPY IS
'BACK!

HAMBURGER:T!
HEAVENS,NO1!

CALM DOWN! 140W WOULD
VA LIKE A NICE
HAMBURGER?

3
9

'Sul* HOW
COULD A Ella
'RABBIT Gm'
WIMPY's
CLOTHES?

si
27.

NO MILLION SuCi‘g
No mAP.?..AGE Told
TEU_ TUcKwELL

7k

4

ZOPlib.
1 _

FELIX THE CAT

FELIX THE CAT

MEN JUST DON'T
AppPSCIATE THE WORK
IN HOUSEWORK/

s5o IS ALL I'LL PAY
FOR THIS MISERABLE
LI-TI-E PLACE:
'7AKE IT OQ
LEAVE IT!
ToATS OUT ON
42.1E5710N:

4.%

4011..
'11 ,
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Big Blues Edge Ky. State 31-30
Before 8,700 Homecoming Fans

SPORTS
• HORIZON

By EARL & CLANTON III 419 yards on total offense
to the second period. Hardwick
NASHVILLE — Quarter- 367 for the Big Blues. The
grabbed a one-yard pass tot
back Eldridge Dickey used the Thorobreds' defeat gives them
one. A two-point conversion
"shotgun" to clear the way 7-3 overall on the season and
cave Kentucky a 16 to 13 lead
for Tennessee State's 31 to 38 a 1-2 in the loop.
which the Thorobreds retainlast minute squeaker ov er TSU SCORES FIRST
By BILL' LITT4111112111MMIi
ed until the final minute of
Kentucky State before 8,700
The Big Blues opened the play. Wade scored a one-yard
SLUES BOWL BOWL
the 11th contest for both of
stunned homecoming fans last game scoring, driving 27 yards
quarterback sneak in upping
The Melrose Golden Wild- the parochial rivals.
Thursday afternoon.
in five plays for the touch- the Thorobreds' halftime
marcats are all set to face tough STATE RETAINS 'JUG'
down.
With
Bowen
game-cloc
the
twisted
k
and
and
spun
the
gin to 24-13.
Horace Mann of Little Rock,1 Coach John Merritt and his
season running out, freshman 13 yards for the tally, and Roy
Dickey
and senior Maurice
Arkansas, Saturday night ml Tennessee A & I Tigers were
Dickey drove 32 yards in three McNeese booted the extra McDonald connected on
the annual Elk's Blues Bowl. given a big scare by the Thoa
plays
giving
point
for
Tennessee
the
winning
a
touch7
28-ya
to
rd
scoring
play. Dickey
Classic in Crump Stadium.
roughbreds of Kentucky State
0
advantage
down
and
and
the
6:04
Mid-W
remainestern
tossed
his
season's
eighteenth
The local Prep League. before the Big Blues eked out
Conference Football champion- ing in the first stanza.
touchdown pass, a 21-yarder,
-champs are favored by a.a hard fought 31-30 cliff hangship.
Kentucky countered as quar- to Tucker, putting the Big
touchdown, but the visitors, er before a large Homecoming
Dickey started the final se- terback Carl Wade hit Eddie Blues within striking distance
are anxious to atone for a crowd on Thanksgiving Day.
ries using the shotgun forma- Hardwick with an 18-yard midway the final period.
narrow defeat suffered in the TSU once again captured the
tion and missed his first aerial touchdown pass in less than
Blues Bowl in 1962 to Wash-!"Little Brown Jug," symbolic
"The mud and the officiattoss using the same formation. a minute after Big John Mer- ing left a lot to be desired,"
ington. A large crowd is ex- of the victors in this big conDR. MYRON B. TOWNS, Fisk university
Science
Foundation, Dr. Nelson Fuson, He brought the crowd to its ritt's lads had scored. End Bill Coach
peeled to witness the big in-! test for both schools. The win
Merritt commented
department of chemistry professor, is diprofessor of physics, is dirioctior of a Sum- feet by scrambling from Ken- White and quarterback Wade's after the game.
terstate battle.
also gave Tennessee claim to rector of an Academic Year
"Although it
Institute
in
mer
Institut*
in
Introductory College tucky's 32 down to the two 66-yard pass and run started was sunny and warm, the field
The proceeds of the game the Mid-Western Athletic Aschemistry and physics, for secondary school
Physics
for
College
80-yard
the
play drive.
Teachers supported on a keeper before being
frill go toward aiding needy sociation Championship. A & leachers which
was soggy from a week's rain,
is being supported at Fisk
by a 533.140 NSF grant.
bumped out of bounds.
families with bags of groceries I was undefeated in conference
As the first period clock ran and as much as I hate to say
by a 3132,300 grant from the National
at Christmas time.
CROWD EXCITED
play and dropped games to
out, Tiger signal caller Dickey it, the officials were out of
Melrose has had a long lay- Gramhling and Florida A &
From there, Gene Bowen scored from the two on a keep- positions to make the right
off since downing Howard in M while compiling a 7-2 mark.
squirted to paydirt with 1:02 er to put State ahead 13 to 8 calls throughout the ball game,
'Bomb' Isn't
Chattanooga on November 6. Memphians Claude Humph
showing on the' clock, giving as the first period clock ran and this hurt both teams," he
LATHROP, Calif. — (UPI) — Merritt 8 to 2
Whether the four-weeks ab- reys, Odell Swift, Frank Mccontinued.
overall and a out.
A package started ticking in 2-0 in the
scence from game competition Rae play vital roles in the
KENTUCKY SCORES
Conference.
Tenn. State
13 0 6 12-31
th Lathrop Post Office Hasti- A fired-up
will take any of the sharpness winning record posted by
Kentucky scored twice in Ky. State
Thorobred crew
8 16 6 0-30
ly-summoned deputy sheriffs kept the
from the Melrose attack is Tennessee. Three years
W.
ago
J. Hale homeand firemen gingerly opened it coming
purely speculation. Two of the Tigers managed to win only
crowd on its feet all
sad found a battery - operated afternoon.
Melrose's mainstays are also one game and their future
In fact, the scrappy
was LeMoyne Magicians meet
basketball players.
Fed is from Pontiac, Mich, shoe shining machine.
very much in doubt until Dr.
Kentuckians won everything
The Family of
their first conference apponent and showed plenty of ability
• The Melrose cagers were W. S. Davis, TSU
but the ball game.
prexy, hired of the season this Saturday
scheduled to play Monday and Merritt
MRS.
as
a
CORINE
freshmen.
Brewer of Know Your Negro
THOMAS WATT,
and most
History
Halfback Jim Jackson pickWednesday of this week. On son State college of his Jack- night, Dec. 5, when they take Booker T. Washington and
1277 Elliston Road, who passed away on
staff.
on the Alabama State College Sandridge of Melrose were Joseph D. Bibb became head ed up 208 yards on the ground
the other hand the Arkansas Humphreys
, a rangy 240
Nov. 13, 1964, wishes to express their
cagers from Montgomery, The standouts on their high school of the Illinois Department of that included a scintillating
gridders played Scipio Jones pounds and in his
freshman SIAC
of North Little Rock Thanks- year, was
contest will be played teams and proved valuable to Public Safety in 1953 and the 90-yard, third-period touchdeepest appreciation for the many acts of
a. starter at tackle
down
dash
from
the
sidelines.
on the Bruce Hall floor, start- LeMoyne as freshmen last first Negro in Illinois to fold
giving Day in a traditional and is an
almost sure bet to
kindness and sympathy during their bereavstruggle.
such a high rank in the execu- Kentucky chalked up 19 first
season.
be selected to the All-Mid- ing at 8.
downs
to
Tennessee'
s
16, and
Mann's only defeat came at western
ment.
Alabama.
Paul
Lowery,
always
a
a
senior
tough
from
Conferenc
e t e a in.
the hands of Southeast High
Humphreys was an All-Stater foe for LeMoyne, is reported Pennsylvania, is certain to see
Mr. & Mrs. John Milam
School of Pine Bluff, Arkanplenty of action during the
to be loaded with talent.
as, in a 7-6 squeaker. Mel- at Lester last year. Finley, a
Mr. & Mrs. Gilbert Fisher
After the Alabama encoun- season
star as a freshman last season
se was not seriously pressed,
ter, LeMoyne will play three
Mrs. Louise Thomas, Jr.
owling over seven league op- and who showed some of that
more home games before the
ponents and two non-league form early in the season, was
Christmas holidays, meeting
ousted
from
his
starting
quarelevens. Only in the Howard
Fisk from Nashville, Dcc. 9:
game did Melrose have to call terback role by another freshon some reserve power to tr- man flash, Eldridge Dickey of Lane from Jackson, Tenn..
Houston, Texas. Finley is a Dec. 15, and Parsons f r 0rn
ump.
graduate of Washington. He Springfield, Iowa, Dec. 16.
CLASH OFF
led the Warriors to the Prep The Magicians will be at
Our Sports Department has League title in 1962.
Alabama State, Dec. 10, and
heard some favorable corn
at Alabama A&M, Dec. 11.
ments about the proposed
LeMoyne coach Jerry Johngrid clash between Melrose JOHN JOHNSON
son may start three sophoand the winner of the recent
mores against the invading
QUIT GRID
C.B.C. — Catholic game to
Alabama outfit, Marion Brewcrown an authentic city titlist. PITTSBURGH — (UPI)
— er at forward, George Fed at
There hasn't been any official
John Henry Johnson, one of the center and James Sandridge
word that the game would
Mt
1.01%. R Y
at guard.
not be played 'however, be- top all-time ball carriers for
cause of a Tennessee Secon- the Pittsburgh Steelers, plans to
dary Schools Athletic Associa- retire at the end of this seation rule, the contest is un- son.
PHONE 452-9316
likely to be staged. There is a "I've had it," Johnson said
clause in the TSSAA handbook Sunday following the Steelers'
that prohibits any member 21-20 loss to the St. Louis CarAa'
LAUNDRY
schools from participating in dinals.
more than 11 football games. "I made up my mind during
MAGIC TUNNEL CAR WASH
When C.B.C. defeated Catho- the course of the season that I
Thanksgiving Day it was would retire."

O

Magicians Face'Bama
St* Saturday Night

KING'S PALACE

o

A. G. PEEK

TRADING POST SPECIAL
Bedroom Suite 10"

TO

Housetull of furniture 925"
including stove and refrigerator

THE QUICKEST FRIED CHICKEN
IN TOWN
WAITING IS NOT A PROBLEM

CARL'S

•

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 5 100

2544 SUMMER AVE.

gc/dito Widhiet

7 MINUTES

ONLY

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

A

COMPLETE COOKED CHICKEN ORDER

201 Beale Av•.
KING'S TV & APPLIANCE
FURNITURE

WELCOME TO OUR NEW LOCATION
Complete Lines of Home Furnishings

3 Piece French Provincial Suites
$159
- See The Graceful Provincial Lines,
Fruitwood Cherry or White
1.85 Per Wk.
Bring This Coupon For 10'; On All Furniture'
120/ E. McLemore at Bellevue
948-1551

John F. Kennedy lamp
5' tall. Special '49"
Terms to suit you

JA 6-9256

gism•mammommummalima
•
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
i
a

•i CAR WASH $
•
•
•

Sat. or Sun. $1.25
Set. Open 8 AM. to 6 P.M.
Sun. Open
ti 2 P.M.

8 AAA P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

•
•
•
m
•
m
•
a
a

•

•
•
a SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH .
a
a
3100 Summer at Baltic
Plimatumwwwwamammwaiwowne

I

A-1 USED CARS
FROM

HULL DOBBS
SHELBY FINANCE COMPANY

1962
1963
1958
. 1960
1955
1959
1963
1960
1964 p.s.,
1957

MERCURY 2 Dr., H.T., R.H.
Autorn., P.S.B.

Anything You Need
FOR YOUR HOME
NO DOWN PAYMENT
TERMS TO SUIT YOU!
• LAMPS
• WASHERS
• HEATERS
• DRYERS
• REFRIGERATORS •DINETTES
327-5333
327-9696
Mrs Ella Mary
Rev S W Wilson
Re J. E Kelly
392 Scott

HOLIDAY WRAPPED

DARK CYE:S
A great favorite
in Memphis

$1495
495

Cond.
Still4 in
Warranty
FALCON
Dr.,
V.8' RM.'
'
A
$1

You Find the Smartest
•
in Clothing
Men or Women

WE WELCOME YOUR
HOLIDAY SHOPPING

FORD 4 Dr., Station Wagon
V•8, R.H., Autom P.S

.$495

FORD R.H.
Auto,,,

$695

OLDS. 4 Dr., Autorn.
Power Steering

EVERYBODY IS GOING TO
GET THEIR HOLIDAY CASH
OUT OF THIS DOOR
Office Hours: 9 to 5 Daily
9 to 1 p.m. Thursday
9 to Noon Saturday

... CHARGE IT ...
?1, Ara
;#

154 SO. MAIN
527-8037
11111 Monroe Airing*

525-0431

FORD Conv't.
RM., Auto's

FORD Fairlone 500 Wagon
R.H., Auto,,'., Y•8

FORD 4 Dr.
Equ.pped
WagonFuly

FORD Conv't, R.H., Autorn.,
Solid Rod, Black Top

$495
$695

$1795
$895
/2495

FORD V-8, Retroctoble
R.H., Auto"$495

Financing No Problem, We Own Our
Finance Company
THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE IA 6-8871
OPEN NITES

Your choice of decanter or
bottle, each gift-wrapped in
gleaming foil for the Holiday s.
SOO OR SO PROOF 100‘ GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS PROMS OF us.* CLEAR SIMMS
INSTILLING CO. 015154014 JAMES B. PLAN DISTILLING CO.. CLERMONT, Kt

6
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DIRFENDER

?age 12

of $195 but in his flight he dropped his weapon— two toy pisSACRAMENTO,- Calif. (UPI) tols, his tassled cap, his sweat— A man robbed a _liquor store er—and the loot.

Wasted Effort

YOU ALWAYS SAVE MONEY AT

•

WILLIAMS

6

r-;hiAIDE& AWNING

co.
Tel. 276-4431

216.S. Pauline

Vc

SUP COVER

1

SPECIAL
SOFA and (1-1AM.
. . . up to four ,4'
cusniona.
seams
.
Snap
fasteners. Cut
and

fit

home .
printed

in

youP
Piain and
patterns.

Extra

mpeetei

•

$5995
TREE-PLANTING CEREMONY—Arbor Day was celebrated at Grant Elementary school with the planting of
a dogwood tree and an "Arbor Day" program, with Cub
and Junior Girl Scouts participating. Seen here, from

left, are Frank Lewis, principal; Rita Riley, Miss Rita
Alexander, a teacher; Willie Fry, Jr., and Mrs. Addle
Boyd, president of the school's PTA. A dedication speech
was given by Mrs. A. E. Starks. (Withers Photo)

It Must Be Worthy
APELDOORN,

the

Nether-

lands — (UPI) — The general
cemetery here removed artificial flowers from graves because they did not have a
"worthy look."

Wants UN Money Issue
Postponed Until'65

CLOTHING FOR NEEDY—Isom Bolden.
12-year-old Tri-State Defender newsboy
of 365-C S. Lauderdale, was among the
scores of persons who contributed clothing for the Davis family of 284 Adolphus,
and accepting it for them at right is Ray

Wicks, a member of the newspaper's circulation department. Looking on at left
is another TSD newsboy, Garland Scott,
14, of 401-D S. Wellington.
(Billy Duncan Photo)

AL'S CYCLE SHOP
HONDA
SERVICE St
SALES
Make This Gift
For Your Son
This Christmas
Th. New Honda 90 - Bridges the power gap. With a perfect compromise - a 4-stroke, 90cc motorcycle that combines top economy
with plenty of pep and power. The sleek new Hondo 90 gives no.
all the extra drive you've been looking for in a lightweight. A f u!:
6'2horsepower ghat whisks you along at more than 55 mile s per h osir.
And it conies you 165 miles on each gallon of gasoline. Whot's
rnor•: o we-sump pressure lubrication system that eliminates nets s
mixing of oil and Slosi a compact and rugged steel frorne that keeps
weight down too fast-handling 188 pounds.

3155 SUMMER

MEMPHIS

324-3180

% Off—This Week Only

CIVIC CLUB'S QUEEN—Lolita Noel, center, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Noel and fourth grade student at Dunn
Avenue Elementary school, was crowned
queen of the Elliston Height Civic club
recently, and seen placing the crown on
her is Miss Debris Franklin. Standing by
at right is little Corman E. Smith, fourth
place winner, Not present for photograph
were Lillie Roberts, second place winner
and Deborah Norton, third. Little Miss
Noel, the winner, is a junior Girl Scout
and plans to be a movie star.
McChrision Photo)

WASHINGTON — (UPI) —Al- tive at the U.N., is expected to
ex Quaison-Sackey of Ghana, be elected president by unani
who will be elected president of mous acclamation.
the U.N. Assembly, expressed
Other than the deadlock over
hope that a showdown on the
the U.S. financing for which no
United Nations financial crisis
apparent solution was available,
can be postponed until next year
Quaison-Sackey said he foresaw
and that the world organization
little problems in settling the
will sail in comparatively
Assembly's agenda.
smooth waters for the weeks
He said the African and Asian
ahead.
In a television interview (CBS. nations wanted an active rather
"Face The Nation"), Quaison. than a passive U.N. and he felt
Sackey sidestepped questions the U.N. charta was flexible
on whether as assembly presi- enough to provide for various
dent he would rule to take away peace-keeping activities of the
the Assembly vote of members organization.
more than two years tehind in Quaison-Sackey made these
other points:
their assessments,
"The president will have to —Communist China is not ex
be guided by Lie Assembly," he pected to round up sufficient
said. Quaison-Sackey, who is votes this year to be seated in
Ghana's permanent representa- the United Nations.

'tis the season to crow a little
Old Crow has been the inspired gift
bourbon for 129 years. Most mellow
and tasty and very smooth.This year,
the No.1 Favorite comes in a festive
holiday wrap.Old Crow...great to give,
great to get.
America's most-gifted Bourbon

Custom Tailored

DRAPERIES
IN STOCXMEASURED FOR
MD INSTALLED FREE

—The African nations are not
opposed to the rescue operations
of hostages in the Congo per
se, but object to the political
implications of this operation.

• FREE ESTIMATES
• SAMPLES SHOWN
IN YOUR HOME

NOTICE

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
4
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME

Mother's name

Address

Number of papers wanted weekly

Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

Classified Ads.• •
100 MAIDS NEEDED NOW
filaheat salaries. No waiting to Mart
work. No experience needed. Nicest
homes.. Enjoy own room with TV.
Fare advanced. Free gift on arrival.
Meet your friends here. Send name and
phone number of reference immediately.
ABLE MAIDS A(lEN( Y
163 N. Main Street
Freeport. N. Y.

Houses For Sale
1663 NETHERV1OOD
DM PER CENT G. 1.
NOTES 1102.00
Absolutely more for the money in
some
this lovely brick Tri-Plax
with hardwood fle. 220 wiring.
Large basement over 1600 sq. feet.
Carport and garage.
Upstairs Apts.
Private eat. One of the lovely
homes In Glenview. already appraleed at $1.3,5002
HOME PEES INCOME
CALL TO SEE
TRADE
Crit Carrie gi Ce. Realtors, 1038
N. Holloway. Mak HeightCall to see office number home685-6938. Office 327-4188.

MAIDS. GUAR. GOOD NEW YORK
LIVE-IN JOBS. $35-55 PER WE.
FARE A DVANCED.
HAROLD EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
BOX 'M.
LYNBROOK, N. Y.

r

For Sale Misc.
FOR SALE: Jeeps $64.50, boats $6.18,
typewriters $4.15, airplanes $72.20.
autos, farm tractor.. and many others
too numerous to mention. Direct from
U.S. Government. For complete directory where to buy In your state, send
$1.00. or 31.75 for national directory
to Blaketag Surplus, P.O. Box 223,
Memphis, Tenn., 38101.

OWN YOUR OWN HOME IN BEAUtINI Lakewood Garden. No money
Jobs waiting SIAM Agcy. 210 Post
down.
Low rates. Call Mohundro PenMAIDS - NY. - to $65 wk. Tickets sent
ny Realty Company, 357-1143, 358
Westbury,
N.Y.
Ave.
1143 or 357-2775.

611180N VAN SERVICE
Move. 4. price. 398-4237 or 397-2810.
-

Lee Family Day Care
1111

11••••

Niftygifty
•

'Apts. For Rent

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

posa•

•
•

See Leo Slag
For Your
Stacy Adapts Shoes

Salesmen and' saleswomon
wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent ar.d 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
238 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Ten.

BLACK er
BROWN

OLD CROW
FEMALE mom WANTED
Attractive, intelltiont, alert: representative for Chicago agency, 17 No.
state 16.. suite 1320. Chicago 2, Ill.

e9095
RINTUCKY
3001DION WHISKEY

Staey-Adams Shoes ,or
years—knowing they're the finest you can buy. Fine
hand-craftsmanship ...rich styling ... luxurioua
leathers ... assure you instant and everlasting
'comfort...plus smart good looks that'll carry you
through many seasons.
You'll rear

trEASLEY JONES • RAGLAND

99 South Main
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

—

IITSTVOIMMSMITIMAIIIIIMPTIMMISPION 141CFS 01116111111 DOHA(110ess OM Ill II

letiriff,11.

PEST

Apts. For Rent

Two teachers. (Male or Female) For
educational work in spare time Will
not interfere with present activities.
TWO FURN. ROOM. $6 k it WE.
Reply to: Teachers, Box 311
Trl-State Defender
Single, man or working woman. Use
of utilities & telephone. Can arrange
Name
to a permit OS welfare er retired by
Address
ma, cheaper. Between Crump Blvd. &
Bkr. T. Hi. /chi. Na 4 orS (Walker)
Telephone No.
Bus Line. 547 Voir6, JA 640116.
school, now working

PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)
Linotype
operators,
proofreaders and Doormen. Only experienced personnel should apply. Write, Personnel Dept. e-o
Chicago Defender, 24®
S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago 60616,
Illinois.

EXPER. BABY SITTER
NEEDS WORK
Neat in appearance, years of
experience. Prefer hours of 8
AM to 5 P.M. Mrs. 3odIe Askew
943-3649

Cl
th

at

ii

Special Services

a•••••

WANTED

of

WI
FOR SALE: Jeeps $64.50, boats 26.18.
ypewriters 34.15. airplanes $72.20.
autos, farm tractors, and many others
too numeroue to mention. Direct from
U.S. Government. For complete directory where to buy to your state. send
$1.00. or $1.75 for national directory
to Blaketag Surplus. P.O. Box 223,
Memphis. Tenn.. 38101.

942-4523

Houses For Sale

Help Wanted

411

EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED

CALL US

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL
TWO FURN. ROOMS, $6 & $7 WE 0
Single man or working woman. Use
of utilities & telephone. Can arrange
to a person on welfare or retired by
mo., cheaper. Between Crump Blvd.
Bkr. T. HI Sell. No. 4 or 8 (Walker)
Bus Line. 547 Dlotro .IA 6-0176

.Z. EVERS

FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033
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ATHAN'S
LOAN UFFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

of
a
on

11/

176 a 171 SEAL STREET JA 6-5300•

0
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shot

tree

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
162-164-186 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
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